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Many systemsprojectsfall short of the expectations of both end users and managementservices
managers.
While the manifestations of failure or partial success are usually technical ones in many cases
the underlying causes are concerned with the managementofthe project.
This report sets out to explain a set of rules for managing projects which are known to work
well in practice. They are applied to both large and small projects, using a variety of equip-
ment.
These rules are largely concerned with the structuring of the project ♥ both to minimise
management☁interference☂ and to minimise the penalty to be paid for failure in any one area.

The content of the report is detailed, and embraces a numberof technical issues which are
encountered in system development projects, since the effective management of computer
projects does require an understanding of these matters.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe☂s largest concerns.
The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereit
has offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings to
membersin three main ways.

♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-
stantiating evidence.

♥ through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-
cations of the subjects studied for managementservices directors
andtheir senior colleagues.

♥ through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂
Own specialist managers and technicians can meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which the
members are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection of
topics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have been
employed.
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1, INTRODUCTION

Many systems development projects fall short of the expectations of both end users and
management services managers. While the manifestations of failure or partial success are
usually technical ones in many cases the underlying causes are concerned with the management
of the project.

An important aspect of project managementis the structuring of tasks so that work can be
delegated. We want to avoid continual management☁interference☂ and fussy supervision. We
recognise that mistakes will be made but by choosing the tasks correctly we minimise anyrisk
of overall failure.
This report shows how to apply this style of management to the development of computer
projects. It recognises that the individual members of the project team are likely to be very
different. They have different skills, different levels of competence and require different
degrees of supervision. So the tasks need to be cut to suit the individual.
It is recognised that team members workbest in an organised and stable atmosphere; an atmos-
phere where the ground rules are clearly established in advance and do not changeto suit the
whim of managers. It turns out that if we are to deliver a high quality product on time and
within budget, there are not many ways of doingit right.
Assembled here are a set of rules which work well in practice. They have been applied to large
projects and small, on mainframe computers and minis, for batch processing and on-line
systems. Generally, computer projects have a high failure rate, but it is through no shortage of
brains, effort and motivation. It is inexperience (and cutting corners) that leads to trouble.
If you follow the rules thoroughly, leaving out none of the steps, you will be a long way to
achieving success.

 



il. AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Whena project ☁goes wrong☂it is all too easy to blamethe staff working onit at thetime ♥ likethe unfortunate Greek messenger. The Ancient Greeks had the understandableif irrationalhabit of executing the bearer of bad tidings.
So it is with computer projects (character assassination if not physical assassination). Thesymptomsoffailure in a project are late running, cost escalation and a feeling of being ☁outof control☂. The causes are most commonly incorrect design (business problem wrong ortechnical solution wrong leading to rework), inadequate planning and possibly poor pro-gramming.
But notice when the problems becomeidentifiable. It is towards the end ofthe project, insystem testing, and the people most active at the time are of course the programmers. As aresult, a great deal of attention has been directed at improving programmer productivity, atimproving the construction of programs and at making the programseasier to maintain; alllaudable aims but getting nowhere nearthe root cause of the problem.
The problems began much, much earlier ♥ possibly as the project was being set up. So beforelooking at the techniques of project managementlet us establish a framework whichis likelyto lead to success.
A_ A Framework ForProject Management
All of our education and training suggests that the best wayof ensuring success is to get a goodstart; but a good start on a systems Project is almost alwaysa slow start. Systems are run bypeople and therelationship is complex. As a result things are not always what they seem.
It is necessary to spend time understanding the real problem, the work needs to be done by asenior and experienced analyst. Use your best staff for the initial investigations ♥ never usetrainees.
Structuring Project Responsibilities
A computer system is not an end in itself. It only exists to support a business need. It followsthat the line manager whois going to run the system must beinvolvedin the design ♥ in factmore than involved; committed toits success.
The User Executive is a key appointment. He shouldbeatdirectorlevel and haveline respons-ibility for the ongoing business system.Hisrole is notfull time and hewill delegate day-to-dayinvolvement to membersofhis staff. He has, however,overall responsibility for the project, forensuring that the business needs are correctly stated, and that the user department whole-heartedly support the new system.
If a suitable User Executive cannot be found the project should be stopped. \f nobodywillsponsor it at this stage they are even less likely to later on when the going gets tough (asitdoes).
The Project Manageris the full time leader of the project. To be successful he needs to have agood technical knowledge, a sound business knowledge and be goodat Project management.Usually he is supplied by ManagementServices andit is up to the User Executive to ensure anygaps in his business understanding are remedied.
However good the Project Manager, he always benefits from a second Opinion. The job of theSupervising Manager is to Provide such a second Opinion. He has a relationship with both theUser Executive and the Project Manager that allows him to counsel in three specific areas:



♥ solving the right problem (has a greater understanding caused a shift in requirement?)
♥ assisting with project planning (planning to avoid problems)
♥ ensuring high quality work (to agreed standards of performance)

Let us be clear on the responsibilities:

The User Executive is responsible for:

♥ correct statement of business problem

♥ right level of user involvement
♥ satisfying, eventually, the user needs

The Project Manageris responsible for:

♥ day-to-day running of the project
♥ all staff working on the project
- meeting time, cost and quality objectives

The Vupervising Manageris responsible for:

♥ quality control
♥ providing a second opinion

♥ obtaining resources

Organising the Project Department
A computerproject requires a wide variety ofskills:

♥ busines. analysis ♥ work measurement
♥ systemsdesign ♥ technical authorship

♥ systemsanalysis ♥ operations

♥ programming ♥ training
♥ organisation and methods

The project will also require mong staff in the middle and end than it did at the beginning.
While we should strive for continuity we can see that team memberswill change during the
life of the project. All of this instability creates something of a man management problem,
as by their nature people prefer a stable reporting environment.

The solution is to distinguish line management of the staff (pay and rations, development and
progression) from the project management(mixedskills to solve a particular problem).

Whenstaff appraisals are carried out the project leader reports performance on thejob, while
the line manager reviews performance and counsels on personal development and career
progression. In practice it is also possible to arrange that most of the staff reporting to a given
managerare also on projects which he supervises.



Establishing Clear Ground Rules
If we are to get high quality work we cannothaveall the membersof the project team inventing
their own rules as they go along.
Weneedtoidentify the variousactivities that need to be done and makesure that we set about
every onein the best possible way. Whatever the standards are for (writing programs, system
testing, writing procedure manuals, survey reports etc) there are commonaims. The standard.
should be:

♥ simple to understand and work

♥ comprehensive, allowing no gapsin the analysis
♥ clear, uniform and unambiguousin application

♥ enforced

Setting standards of performance (which is whatthis is all about) is a key responsibility area
for the Head of Department. He must think carefully before introducing them, because once
introduced they must be enforced.
The corollary is obvious. If you are not prepared to enforce them thereis no point in wasting
time on a standards manual.

Selecting the Right Projects
What is the right size for a computer project? The question is not quite assilly as it may lookat first sight ♥ and there is an answer:

Not muchbigger than the last project we completed successfully.
Computer projects can be extremely complex and they always demand a high degree oftechnical and managementskill. As they grow in size the complexity grows in a way thatseems to be exponential.

There is another reason also for limiting their size. It is difficult to maintain enthusiasm andmomentumfor an interminably long project ♥ andit could be that by the timeit is introducedit is no longer solving the right problem.
Experience suggests that most projects should show results within one year and even the mostcomplex within two years. That is not to say that very large projects are never undertaken;but a large project should be broken up into sub-projects; sub-projects which can stand aloneand demonstrate progressive achievement.
This idea of breaking up a large problem into a more manageablesizeis a key to success inproject management. Wewill be applyingthis principle at al} levels of the project.
It is not quite as easy as it looks, however. If the division of work is carried out badly theremay be too muchinteraction between the components ♥ instead of within them. Gettingitwrong adds complexity instead of removingit.

Understanding the Nature of Computer Projects
Computer projects have a creative phase and an execution phase, and the two are verydifferent. The creative phase, at the start, is concerned with identifying the problem to besolved and deciding ona goodtechnical solution which meets the real business need.
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Figure 1

The execution phase, which follows,is all about getting the solution installed ♥ detailed speci-
fications, programming and implementation.
The creative start, surprisingly, may take almost as long (in elapsed time) as the execution, but
it only involves one or two people (with ratherspecial skills). The execution may involve a
small army of people providing a very different managementchallenge.
There is a second way of looking at computer projects which is equally important. Is the
system input driven or output driven?

An output-driven system (e.g. management reporting, stock control, sales statistics) is very
much easier to manage:

♥ files already exist giving the data base
♥ thereis little impact on the way people work
♥ itis lowrisk, even when things go wrong

Input-driven systems (e.g. order processing, payroll, foreign exchange dealing) are substantially
-moredifficult:

♥ mainfiles have to be set up and maintained
♥ transaction files have to be set up and maintained
♥ extensive control and error correction procedures are needed



♥ reorganising andretraining ofclerical staff is required
♥ itis high risk, even when things go well

A wayofreducingtherisk of project failure is to minimise the numberof input-driven systemsgoing live at one time.

Choosing the Project Manager
☁Good managementin any sphere of activity seems to have three ingredients:

♥ technical ability, enough to be able to judge the quality of the work of subordinates
♥ leadership ability, a desire and ability to get results
♥ conceptualthinking ability, able to take an objective stance, one step removed from theimmediate problem.

Let ususethis classification to see what qualities are required in our project manager.
During theinitial creative phase, technical ability means having a depth understanding of thebusiness problem together with a good understanding of systemssolutions. Leadership abilityis not project team management but handling user directors and staff; the ability to disagreeconstructively. Conceptual thinking ability is a vital ingredient if a good solution is to befound; the problem needs to be studied as one of a class of problems, anticipating growth andchange.
During the execution phase of the project the emphasis shifts. Technical ability means notonly a sound computer knowledge but also an awareness of people and systems, the humaninterface and what can be achieved with a computer system. Leadership ability means givingout the right size tasks and checking that they get done; a systematic recording ofall agree-ments and meticulous attention to detail. Conceptual thinking ability is shown in the desireto look ahead,avoiding problems by forward planning.
It is not often that all these qualities are found in one man; but if we are aware that they areneeded we can build a more balanced management team. A project manager whose strengthis attention to detail might best be supported by an experienced supervising manager whoisgoodat forward planning.
Ofall the qualities, giving out the right size tasks and then checking that they get doneis theone to prize mosthighly in a project manager.
The quality to avoid is lack of success. In this business people do not seem to learn by theirmistakes (at least not in a global sense). The qualities that caused the problems onthefirstProject will emerge again in the stress of the second ♥ in spite of temporary reforms. So donot pander to your instinctive sense of fair play by giving him a second chance; give him adifferent job which he can do well and get another project manager. It is more realistic, andkinder.

B_ The Project Management Cycle
All managers wantto feel that they are ☁in control☂. Being out of control means that you arerudderless ♥ being driven by events instead of driving them.
But good control depends on a goodinitial plan. It is no good seeing your team members oncea week and asking them howitis all going. Whentheyreply ☁Just fine☂, what haveyoureally

 



learned? If you want to make a reasoned judgment you will want to review progress againstan original plan.
Now how doweget a good plan? A badplanis little better than no plan. If the target datesare unrealistic or the individual activities incorrectly identified, the team memberswill tellyou they tried hard (which they probably did) but it ☁never had a chance☂. So a good planis going to depend on how well we can identify activities and estimate their duration.

Identifying Activities and Estimating
Getting the project activities identified correctly is probably the most important part ofproject management. To make it easier we start by recognising that a project goes througha numberof stages {see Figure 2).
Thefive stages of a project are:
Survey Stage ♥ the problem area is studied and possible solutions identified
Evaluation Stage ♥ the proposed solution is examined in depth, both business

and technical solutions
Specification Stage ♥ the problem is specified in detail, the link between the user

and the programmer

Programming Stage ♥ the programsare written and tested
Implementation Stage ♥ files are converted, staff trained, final testing completed and

the new system introduced
The division into these stages is not arbitrary. It recognises the way any goodsolution will be
developed for a computer project. It also allows that the best solution may not involve a
computer ♥ if that is the outcome of the Survey and Evaluation stages.
So we will tackle the project one stage at a time. Every stage has a visible end result which can
and must be checked before the next stage is begun. These checkpoints force the user execu-
tive and the project manager to confirm the work which has been donebefore the next level of
detail.

Authority to start a stage is provided by the Project Brief. It is prepared by the project
manager in conjunction with his supervising manager and the user executive. Typically the user
executive will require the approval of his board to incur the expenditure on the project stage.
Similarly the Head of Management Services must approve the time and costestimates.
The Brief sets out what weare trying to achieve, the time-scale, cost and lines of responsibility.
This formal requirement to record what has been agreed (and to allow time for second
thoughts) is a vital prerequisite to a successful study.
Each Stage is broken downinto Activities which in turnare broken downinto Tasks.
A Task is a specific job, with clear start and end points, performed by one person. The
duration is four to eight days☂ work andit is the basic element for short term planning and
control.
An Activity is a group of related tasks under the control of one person and ending in a
Milestone. The duration is typically one to two elapsed monthsandit is the basic element
for planning the stage.
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Figure 3

Identifying project Milestones is a technique for focusing attention oncritical events duringthe progress of a project. Typically milestones occur at the end of an activity, but it may beconvenient to have an additional one in a long activity. While it may be that occasionaltasksrun late, project milestones should never be missed (without early warning and a very goodreason).
Ways of identifying activities will be covered as we examine each stage, but the followingprinciples apply to all stages:

♥ Look for well balanced activities, about the same size. There is no point in having oneactivity of 200 man daysif the others are about ten days each.
♥ Isolate innovation. Anything you have not done before is unlikely to be easier thanyou expect (you only know the good things and notthe bad).
♥ Work to minimise the interaction between activities. Group the tasks to achieve inde-pendence anddefine unavoicable interface points as early as possible.

Oncethe activities have been identified there remains the task of accurate estimating.
Estimating has a reputation (undeserved) for being difficult. However, provided you are
reasonably systematic it is not difficult to estimate the duration of an activity, the problem is
to identify the right activities.
If you continue to find that estimating is a problem, a solution is to appoint an estimator
whose job is to provide a second opinion to all project managers. The approach ensures that
what informationis available is assembled at one point, and the approachisvisibly fair. Being

 



an estimatoris not a full time job ♥ it is a staff role which somebody adopts whentheneedis
there.

Planning for Real
There is an old military maxim that ☁no plan stands contact with the enemy☂. One computer
manager whenfirst introduced to project planning prepared a very detailed plan for his
project, six monthsahead. It took him two weeksto do the work and by the end of the month
the inevitable changes meant that the plan would have to be completely redrawn. He did not
bother to replan, however,as it was clear to him that the exercise wasted two weeks without
advancing the project much.
And yet we do needto plan aheadif we are to schedule the various resources and avoid wasted
effort. Planning, then, is needed most where resources interact; and hopefully we have reduced
the amountof planning required by organising our activities to minimise interaction between
them.
Whatis needed is a two-level plan: an overall plan at Activity level which will be stable, in spite
of short term variations, and a short term plan at the detailed tasklevel.

The short term plan recognises that problems occur on a day-to-day basis which require re-
scheduling and maybe rework. It should be only two to four weeks ahead and usetasks (four
to eight days each) as the planning element.
Short term planning can be done with confidence, provided it is within the framework of the
overall Activity plan. The overall plan is designed to come true; and that is what we mean by
☁planningforreal☂.

If the plan is to come true, how long should you drawthelines on the bar chart?

Suppose, for example, an activity has been estimated at forty-five man days;will it take nine
weeks for one man to complete? Surely it would be wise to allow longer. We do not know
whatwill happen, but there may be holidays, sickness, training or similar unproductive time.
Statistically you will find that staff work an average of four productive days per week, so
eleven weeks:to complete the job looks morerealistic.
Further analysis of time spent suggests that we can only guarantee three and a half days perweek on a given job. Emergency maintenance on anotherproject, unforeseen activities on thisproject and similar unplanned but productive work can reduce the time to three and a halfdays per week ♥ even when weaim to have the man full time on our project (as we must).
 

weeks 9 fi.
 

1 13
45 NY
man days RSs SS

S
3%@ days per week 5 4

     
Project staff should be given a windowof 11 to 13 weeks
to complete a 45-day job   

Figure 4

If the system is to work, the original estimate of forty-five days must be fair. One personis
given responsibility for the activity and the way the plan has been drawnis explained to him.
Eleven weeksis his personal target and if he achieves that result he will have donea first class
job. Anywhere betweeneleven andthirteen weeksis a good job ♥ butwith all the contingencies
built in there can be no excuse for exceeding thirteen weeks.
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The approachis fair and easy to understand. Nobody wastes time developing alibis and excusesfor failure because it is clear that there are likely to be nonevalid enoughto be accepted.Claiming that the project was delayed by the users is no defence either ♥ if users are given allthe facts and allowed two to three weeks to makea decision,they arelikely to come up witha good one on time. Give them the facts late or without warningandit should be nosurpriseif they dig their toesin.
The overall plan then is based on planning theactivities on the basis of three and a half days☂work accomplished per week. But there are two dangers to guard against.Thefirst is to thinkthat the built-in contingency allows for sloppy estimating; it does not. The contingencyreflects practical experience of computer project pitfalls when the estimating is pretty good.So estimate all the activities for the stage thoroughly by breaking outthe individual tasks and
considering them carefully.

The second danger is to suppose that, because the overall plan is based on three and a half
days☂ work accomplished per week, we cantakeitall fairly easily. On the contrary, to achieve
an overall result of three and a half days a week, we need to get a day☂s work done every
available working day. There are going to be any number of ways for the contingency to be
eaten away as the project progresses.
Here are the main elements of the two-level plan summarised:

Activity Bar Chart ♥ fourto six months ahead
♥ two-month activities

♥ detailed estimating
♥ 3% days☂ work per week

♥ milestones identified
♥ two to three weeks for important decisions

Short Term Scheduling ♥ two to four weeks ahead
♥ two-weektasks
♥ five days☂ work a week
♥ weekly review

Now let us look at ways of planning the individual activities and tasks. There are a number
.of planning tips to observe.
1. Aim forparallel, not serial activities

Professor Brooks in his software essay ☁The Mythical Man Month☂ argues that software
projects always run out of time and that adding more resources makes them evenlater. If
you organise your projects in a seria/ way you will find thathe is all too correct.
But you donot haveto accepthis hypothesis.
Organising the project activities to achieve parallelism and independence guards against the
problem. Adding one man to a one-man activity which is running behind can just about
double the rate of progress on that activity.

2. Front End Load
Critical path planning methods have one grave disadvantage. They tend to encourage
activities to begin at their latest start date ♥ and on a computerproject that approach is
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entirely wrong. We are not dealing with an exact science; there is almost always some
degree of innovation in the project and it is consequently very difficult to know in practice
where thecritical path really lies. It is almost worse if we do get the plan right ♥ for every
job will have becomecritical at the end.
Theright approach is to bring every activity forwardto its earliest possible start date. \n
this way a buffer is created to absorb any shocks. Theattitude of putting off problems to
tomorrow is fatal. The big decisions are the ones to reflect on and to allow time before
reaching a final conclusion; as the little problems arise they need to be explored and
resolved with urgency.☁It'll be all right on the night☂ is not a very good theatrical maxim;
it also leads to dreadful problems towards the end of a computerproject.

3. Clear Responsibilities
The need for clear responsibilities has been implicit in many of the project management
principles already mentioned. The idea that one person should be responsible for an
Activity and that one person should carry out a Task recognises the importance of clear
responsibilities.

4. When Things Go Wrong
When things go wrongit is time to take a long hard look at the project manager. Small
things will always go wrong and the occasional program may need to bere-written but
the good project managertakesit all in his stride.
Computer projects are inherently difficult and the manager who does not have problems
is not just lucky. He has usually made his good luck by:
♥ bringing forward innovation
♥ giving his team clear jobs to do
♥ getting deeplyinvolvedin thecritical parts of the project (e.g. system design,conversion strategy)
♥ not doing too much himself
♥ recording all agreements and following them up
Look at it this way. We wantourplans to work, andif they do not it means that either wehave a leader whois good at planning but bad at management, or we have one whois badat planning and good at management, or maybe one who is bad at both. Whatever thereason, he looks to be the wrong mantolead a project.
Whenthings go wrong the natural inclination is to change the plan and hopeto do better.A morelogical action would beto replace the project manager.

Positive Control
There seem to be three general approachesto project control:

♥ the subjective: ☁How☂s it going?☂
♥ the pseudoprecise: ☁I☂m 90% through☂

♥ the precise: ☁ls the task completed?☂ Yes or No?
The first two methodsare hopelessly vague. You will find that they obey the 90:90rule,i.e.the first 90% of the project takes 90% of the time and the last 10% also takes 90% of thetime.
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The only realistic way to be in control is to see regular evidence of progress ♥ evidence of jobs
completed.
☜Have you finished the survey?☂

☜Yes.☝
☁Can you give me the survey report?☂

☁Yes, hereit is.☝
☁Do you have user agreement?☂
☁Yes, here is the user department acceptance.☂
By organising the size of the tasks the project manager can limit his exposure and limit the
amounthe can get out of control before knowing aboutit. Very few tasks should be over two
weeks long and,if they must, they should be carefully planned (e.g. a programmeofvisits by
an analyst carrying out a survey).
1. Act on Deviations

Before we go further in discussing methods of control we need to be clear on what weare
going to do if things do go wrong. Suppose for example that you find that at the end of
the first month of-a six-month project you are three days behind schedule, what do you
do?
The easy and commonreactionis to think that we have five months left to pick up thelost
days. Butin reality they will never be picked up ♥ unless you act decisively. The project
team will understand that losing three days per month is an acceptable slippage and your
chanceof hitting the target date has vanished.

lf you were thirty days behind after a month it would be more forgivable ♥ it would
probably mean you were solving a different problem. But three days behind means that
the attitude is wrong. You will need to get the offender in over the next weekend or
working late ♥ whatever is needed to get the project back on course within a week.
The team members now know that you regard hitting target dates as important and that
you will take action when thereis a slippage. That is not to say that we are trying to be
unreasonable. We want to make a fair estimate for the job and to allow a very reasonable
target date, and in return we expecta fair day☂s work.

2. Short Interval Scheduling
The best way to exercise control of the day-to-day project running is to use the approach
knownas Short Interval Scheduling.
Theprinciples to apply are:
♥ clear start to the task
♥ clear end to the task
♥ duration estimated before the start
♥ expected results communicated
♥ methods and standards laid down in advance
♥ minimum of forms and controls

13
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Twofurther points which apply to project managementare:

♥ limit the size of the teams
♥ co-ordination and managementare always necessary
Short interval scheduling on a computer project follows these general principles. Every
week the project managerpreparesa list of all the jobs to be donein the next fortnight. He
issues the tasks one job at a time and must know whatis happening on every day, and who
is doingit. In this short term scheduling the project managerplans on five days☂ work per
week (less known absences).
One Man ♥ One Job : ;
Rather than allowing team memberstime to finish a job, most project managers, anxious
to avoid lost time, push the next task in too early.

It is common practice to allow programmers to ☁study the next specification☂ while
finishing off the program testing of the current job. Nothing could be more misguided.
Programmers tend notto like testing much it is difficult to admit that there are going
to be any errors ♥ and the more deeply they get involved in the new challenge, the more
difficult it is to turn back to the old. So testing gets skimped and the problems show up
later.
Lookat it this way. If you have a good programmerhewill not lose too much time waiting
for test results. If you have a bad programmer you cannotafford to let him loose on a
second job.

Short Term Estimating
Short term estimating is bound up with allocating jobs to individuals and controlling
results. Up to now our estimates have been of a broadbrush nature and possibly made
without knowing whois to be doing the individual jobs. Here are the main points to look
for when making short term estimates:

♥ The estimates must be seen to be fair. Where possible publish the estimating basis.
♥ The time spent on the job will be heavily influenced by the quality of earlier work.
♥ The estimate must take account of the ability and experience of the man going to do

the job.

♥ Time pressures should not permit any deviation from agreed quality standards.
♥ Some☁perfectionists☂ will work forever perfecting a piece of design.
♥ Estimating in areas of innovationis very difficult.
and perhaps most important:

♥ Do not change the job once it has been issued ♥ give the man fixed target rather
than one whichis constantly moving.

Keeping Control
The only effective way of keeping control is to document what everybody has agreed to
do ♥ then check upthat it has been done.

Start by issuing the work clearly. \f you are inexperienced, use a documentalongthe lines
of that illustrated below. ☁
Makea noteofall the work issued and the scheduled finish dates. Go throughthelist every



 

 
ACTIVITY SLIP Name:

Date:

Activity Description:

Starting point (documents ete attached):
Expected result:
Likely problem areas:
Standardsto be used:
Estimated duration and completion date:

Actual duration and completion date:
Remarks:   

Figure 5
week with the team membersindividually. If you go through what they have agreed point
by point you will find that they get into the habit of getting the jobs done that you want
done.
Insist on Meeting Notes which are issued shortly after any meeting. Record all agreements
(if there have been any misunderstandings they will emerge quickly) and note whois
responsible for action. Never have twosets ofinitials in the action column ♥ joint respons-
ibility just does not work.
Serially number all paperwork in the top righthand corner. It is easier to refer to the
document you mean and easy for the user executive, supervising manager and project
managerto check that they have receivedall the facts.
Keep a project workbook and noteall ideas in it. Most problems will have been anticipated
earlier, but may be forgotten. So get in the habit of writing ideas down before they are
lost ♥ then systematically clear the items as each stage of the project progresses.

Senior Management Control
If the project manager concentrates on getting all the tasks done on time and on budget,
then his activities will come out on time and on budget.
Senior management should leave task progression to the project manager. They should
concentrate on activities. If every activity is completed on time and on budget then the
project stage and indeed the whole project will be on time and on budget.
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So top managementcontrol is down to two simple questions:
♥ For every activity completed in the month, was it completed on time and within

budget?
♥ Forevery activity started, do westill think it will be completed on time and on budget?
When reduced to these basic questions, we can see thatit is fairly easy to know whatis
going on.

Project Documentation and Reporting
The documents to control project progress need to be a balance between desire for control
and a desire to keep forms to a minimum.
In practice we have found the following forms to be the working minimum:
1
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Project Assignment Brief (one for each stage of the project), used to initiate a project stageand containing objectives, timescale and expected resources.
Activity Bar Chart (one for each stage of the project), used to identify the main activities,
to plan completion dates and to allocate responsibilities.
Activity Time Estimate (one for every activity of the stage), used to identify tasks, toestimate duration andto record progress.
Activity Progress Record (one for every three activities of the stage), used to record weeklyProgress and to forecast completion date and man days against budget.
Project Progress Report (one for every month for every project), used to summariseProgress, to warn of problem areas and to note all major agreements and commitments.



Ill. MANAGING THE WORK OF A PROJECT

A The Survey
The Survey Stage is the formal start of a project. It may have been preceded by a preliminarysurvey whichhasidentified the area under review and set termsof reference.
The Survey Stage is concerned primarily with WHATis the problem to be solved. Rarely isit possible, however, to separate the problem to be solved entirely from possible solutions. Abatch computer solution will tend to solve a different problem from an on-line computersolution or a no-computer solution. So the Survey Stagealso includes a preliminary evaluationof alternative solutions.
It may be that more detailed analysis, during the Evaluation Stage whichfollows, will reveal aproblem in the chosen solution. We will just have to accept that occasionally we must returnto look at other solutions again; it will not happen often andis better than wasting too muchtime evaluating all solutions in depth.
The Survey Stage then is an analysis of what needs to be donewith an evaluation of the main
alternative solutions. The work ofthe analystfalls into six phases:

Fact finding:
1. Orientation
2. Fact gathering

Developing solutions:

3. Understanding the business need
4. Verifying the findings
5. Developing solutions

Presenting the findings:
6. Writing the Survey Report.

It goes without saying that the Survey Stage is the most important part of the project. No
amount of excellent programming will make up for getting the problem wrongin thefirst
place.

The Survey thenstarts with fact finding.
There is a view that fact finding interviews are difficult ♥ and they are, if the right sort of
preparation is not carried out. If, however, you know what you are trying to find out and
you also know the responsibilities of the person being interviewed, every analyst has a good
chance of success.
Whatis needed is a systematic approach.

The approach to be described will work for a survey at more than onelevel. In thefirst phase,
interviews start at the top of the organisational unit (for orientation), and work their way to
the bottom. In the second phaseinterviews start at the bottom (for verification and consoli-
dation) and work their way backto the top.
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It is no good going into detail before seeing the context of the problem; similarly it is no good
discussing new ideas with more senior managers without hard facts to support the argument.
Thereinlies the rub. The onething likely to emerge from thefact finding interviews is opinion ♥
not fact. The top-down then bottom-up interviewing style is designed to avoid the trap, by
delaying discussion on change until the real facts can be established.

Phase 1 ♥ Orientation
Starting at the top of the organisational unit under study, the aim of the analyst is to under-
stand the main business components andtheir relationship.

Start by getting the person being interviewed to go throughhis organisation chart and explain
the physical layout of the staff and equipment under his control. From this information
prepare a physical layout chart. Make the level of detail appropriate to the level of responsib-
ility of your informant. At section leader level record whereindividuals sit and the equipment
they use. At divisional level show all the sections with their staff numbers and the majorunits
of equipment ♥ andso on. A physical layout chart reveals much morethan anofficial organis-
ation chart alone ♥ but add anyreporting relationships which are not explicit.
Having understood the makeup of the organisational unit, the next step is to find out what
they all do. For every sub-unit make out an Activity List covering:

♥ functions performed

♥ approximate proportion of time on each

♥ functions whichare difficult or are problem areas.
Use this list to home in on key parts of the work to be studied. Work whichis not time con-
suming, difficult or a problem areais unlikely to affect the outcomeof the study; concentratethen on the remainder.
The third part of the interview is used to get an understanding of the flow of Paperworkbetween the sub-units, and the files which are maintained. Use a simple F/ow-diagram torecord this data flow (see Figure 7).

The end result of the interview will be three documents:
♥ physical layout chart
♥ activity list
♥ flow-diagram .

If you start off with the aim of getting these documents completed your interview will havedirection and purpose. Any points which are missing can be left with the interviewee who canpass them on to youlater.
Now for the danger areas. Note down any opinions expressed, you will need to check themlater on, but refrain from passing any judgment until more facts have been observed. Be par-ticularly careful about opinions expressed about another area ♥ the Opinion can only be partof the story.
Try, also, to limit the questions to the workof the interviewee and his immediate subordinates.Questions at too detailed a level will get answers about what he thinks ought to happen ♥ andat this stage we are moreinterested in what does happen.
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ACTIVITY LIST Order Clerks

INTERVIEW WITH: H Adams,Sales Office Manager 11.1.78

 

FUNCTIONS % TIME DIFFICULT/PROBLEM AREAS

♥ Maintain Customer History 15%
and do Credit Check

♥ Batch orders for typing 7%
and check typing of desp. set

♥ File rep. copy and 7%
file office copy

♥ Marry up despatches with 10%
order copy

Figure 6
The final danger is that not everything you hear is completely correct. Make a habit of verify-
ing what youaretold at the level below and reconciling any differences.

Phase 2 ♥ Fact Gathering
The orientation interviews continue (concentrating on the high volume,difficult'☁and problem
areas) until you reach the bottom level in that part of the organisation. It is at the bottom
level that the work gets done and wheretrue facts can be obtained.

True facts, however, are not found by interviewing. They are found by counting pieces of
paper, counting entries and checking serial numbers. To find out how manyinvoices there are
in a month, for example, check the invoice numbers onthefirst working day ofall the last six
months. To find out the average numberoflines per invoice take a random sample of, say,
fifty invoices and count the lines on every one. Where possible checkstatistics in two ways and
explore apparentdiscrepancies until the causeis fully explained.
Here then are the things to do:

♥ Start by understanding the purpose of all the accounting entries generated in the
section. Work from the back to the sharp end of the business (the customer contact).

♥ Collect specimens of all key documents (the ones on your flow diagram). Make sure
their names are correct on the flow diagram.

♥ Identify controls on accuracy and quality ♥ whaterrors and queries are there?
♥ Establish volumes (high, low, average and peak).
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FLOW DIAGRAM

 
1. Rep makesout order2. Sendsto office
3. Files a copy
♥♥

OrderClerks

 

    

 
Fourparts|A.B,c,b

10. Depot delivers goods | Gites |
11. Customergets (A) |
12. Depotfiles (B)
13. Customersigns (C)14. Return (C)to office |

    
  

   

    

  

 

   

 

4. Record on History Card
5. Carry out credit check

6. Type despatchset
(Typist)

7. Check typing against order

8. File order by rep |
9. Send A, B, C to depot

(Temporary file) | ☝

15. Marry up (C) with (D)16. Price despatch

      
17. Extend

(Comps)

18. Type invoice set (Typist)

19. Check typing |20. Send (E) to customer» |21. Send (F) torep ♥♥♥♥»22. Send (G) to Ledgers ♥♥_» |23. Send (H) to statistics♥♥»
24. File (1) with (C)
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When the facts have been established they should be agreed with the section leader. Prepare ameeting note which covers the facts which have been agreed and send a copy to the sectionleader as a formal record. A great deal is going to be decided onthe basis of these facts and itis important that they are not in dispute.
During the fact finding you will probably form a view of the work output of the section (basedon flow of work, timing, peaking, overtime,utilisation of staff across sections, quality of super-vision). Most sections have room for a 25% improvement(by training the first level supervision,improving the flow of work and merging small sections), but precise work measurementis notlikely to be worth while if the existing systems are to be changed substantially.

Phase 3 ♥ Understanding the Business Need
The orientation and fact finding stages have helped the analyst to home in on the mainissues ♥but true understanding requires a detachedsifting of the facts. The problem is to separate truebusiness needs from the methods which have grownuptosatisfy them. :
The starting point is the flow-diagram which describes the system under review. It may benecessary to redrawit, as the flow will cross departments, to keepit clear.
From this flowchart examine every operation critically:

clearly state the business Purpose behind the operation; avoid suggesting Method
♥ if one operation achieves two Purposes,list them both separately

an operation performed to enable some subsequent step to be taken is ignored;it isMethod
ignore such operations as typing, coding or transmitting information; they are also
Method

♥ checking documents which enter the system from outside has a valid Purpose, but
checking an operation within a system is again ignored, as being Method

♥ documents filed for reference have a Purpose, but intermediate files on a computer
system are usually Method.

As this systematic examination continues it will be found that the list requires careful re-
checking and usually revision. Understanding is being developed.
Makea point of verifying the true facts ♥ not what peoplethink. A daily list of balances may
also be used to look up customer codes; a printout for answering queries may go to thesales
office while the queries actually come to the depot.
The Purposes whichare eliminated are the oneslikely to provoke most reaction ♥ they are also
the ones likely to yield substantial benefits. Check them thoroughly and be sure of your
ground.

Phase 4 ♥ Verification
The fact finding is almost complete and the analyst has developed a good understanding for
the needs of the business system. It is now time to verify the findings and to encourage ideas
for improvement.
The next step is to challenge the real need for every purpose onthelist.
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Eliminate any unnecessary Purposesandstar any in doubt ♥ theywill probably be necessary in
the final system but should not determineits design. Figure 8 shows the way the key Purposes
can be analysed and reducedtoessentials.

 

   
IDENTIFYING KEY PURPOSES

Operation Purpose? Comments

1. Establish requirements yes
2. Send to office Method
3. Customerhistory for Rep yes Rep needsfor nextcall
4. Customerhistory in office yes* Referred to sometimes
5. Credit Control yes* ☁No problem at present
6. Type despatch set Method
7. Check despatch set Method
8. Rephistory in office Neverused in practice
9. Send despatchset to depot Method

10. Deliver goods yes

Figure 8

Start at the lowest level of supervision and work back up the organisation. The pattern ofevery meeting is the same:
♥ Showfirst that you understand. the existing system (using the physical layout chart,activity list and flow diagram), that you know the volumesprecisely and recognise theproblem areas. During this explanation you will be gaining the manager☂s confidencethat your fact finding is thorough and that your conclusions will be based on soundarguments.

♥ Now verify your business understanding by going through the Purposes you haveidentified and by discussing in depth those you have eliminated (either because of
Methodor because they are not necessary).

♥ Try toestablish where he sees problem areas and record them against the appropriatePurpose. Make a note of his ideas for change ♥ but also look for the reasons the ideashave not already been implemented (unworkable, suit him but not others, genuineinertia).
♥ Pay particular attention to gaps in management control ♥ control of business effective-ness and profitability, control of performance. Add any new Purposesidentified in thisway.
♥ Prepare a brief meeting note covering the points he agreed and disagreed (not includingyour explanation of the existing system). Let him have the meeting note and an oppor-tunity for reflection. You may need evidence of the points of agreementlater. Payparticular attention to the points of disagreement; you may well be right but go overthe arguments carefully, then be prepared to stick to your guns.
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Phase 5 ♥ Developing Solutions
Before developing any solutions, carry out a preliminary analysis:

arrange the Purposesin a logical time sequence. Purposes which can beachieved at the
same point in time can be arrangedside by side.

decide where it would be mostlogical to carry out each Purpose; who should doit?Can document movementbe reducedor eliminated?
♥ whatinformation is required to achieve the Purpose?
♥ group together Purposes which could logically be performed by the same person.

Eliminate Purposes which can be achieved by reasonable amendments of some other
Purpose.

Now it is time to consider solutions. The more experienced the analyst, the better the solu-
tions he will consider and at this stage the more ideas the better.
Sketch out every solution (there must be more than one) in as much detail as possible, then
write a one-page summary of each. Hereis a list of points to check when evaluating thealter-
natives:
1. How well doesit satisfy the business need? Are all the Purposes covered? Are the problem

areas in the existing system truly removed (or have we just improved the areas which are
working well already)? Is it flexible enough to cope with growth or change?

2. How well will it work in practice? Will it be reliable; how will it cope with hardware
failure? Is it convenient to use? Is all computer input made through VDUsortransferred
from another system (batch input adds substantially to hidden costs)? Does it have the
right degree of security and privacy? How will the hardware and software be maintained?

3. What is the development risk? Does it involve unknown hardware and software? How
complex is the solution (Data Base Management Systems, Networks and Real Timeall
add substantially to complexity and risk)? Will there be a long development timescale?

4. What is the impact on other systems? How will they interface and evolve? Is this one of a
general class of problem solutions?

5. What will it all cost? Calculate the cost of equipment (depreciate capital purchases over
five years; include installation costs and annual maintenance). Calculate the cost of
development (depreciate over four years but make a good allowance for software
maintenance and include contingency for risk areas). Calculate the annual running cost
(consumables and perhaps accommodation, but notstaffing).

6. What will be the relative savings? Cost staff differences (including overtime). Are there
savings in equipmentor time which can be quantified?

The evaluation process will help to crystallise the alternatives. Solutions which do notsatisfy
the business need reliably must be weeded out (however attractive they appear for other
reasons). Evaluation difficulties arise because we are rarely comparing like with like. A com-
puter package, for example, may be cheap but only solve part of the problem; a good long
term solution may prove expensive in the short term ♥ or depend on a degree of business
growth that cannot be guaranteed.

It is not necessarily the job of the analyst to makethefinal decision. His job is to analyse the
problem and present twoor three viable solutions as fairly as he can. The final decision must
be made by the business user executive once he has the relevant facts marshalled.
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The role of the analyst is to develop the best possible system to support the business. Some-
times the analyst sees ways of improving that business ♥ andhere he is on dangerous ground.
Any such ideas should be fed back to the supervising manager who will decide how to feed the
ideas to the user executive.

 

CHECKLIST OF EVALUATION FACTORS
Alternative |Alternative
Solution B
A

1. Meeting Business Needs \

 

 

♥ flexibility for growth and
change
 

2. Ease of Use
♥ reliability
♥ convenience
♥ security
♥ hardware maintenance
♥ software maintenance
 3. DevelopmentRisk

♥ degree of innovation
♥ complexity
♥ timescale

4. System Interfaces ]
 

♥ impact on other systems
 

5. Costs
♥ equipment
♥ development
♥ hardware maintenance
♥ software maintenance
♥ running costs   

6. Savings
♥ equipment
♥ staff        

Figure 9

Phase 6 ♥ Writing the Survey Report
The Survey Report is the written evidence of the analyst☂s work.It is important thatit is well
written and presents the case for change clearly and objectively. The contents list should
include typically:
1. INTRODUCTION

♥ backgroundto the report, the project team
♥ (reference to) the terms of reference
♥ asentence commencing ☁The purposeofthis report is...☂

2. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCLUSIONS
♥ only includethis section in long reports
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♥ makesureit is a balanced and fair summary
3. CURRENT SITUATION

♥ show grasp of essential features
♥ record volumes
♥ identify problem areas
♥ donot, in general, include detailed fact finding charts

4. REQUIREMENTS OF NEW/IMPROVED SYSTEM
♥ compile this section from agreed Purposes
♥ distinguish essential from desirable

5. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED
♥ summarise alternatives
♥ rule out obvious non-starters, end up with two orthree

-6. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
♥ tabulate alternatives against requirements

use the headings outlined earlier, i.e. satisfying the business need, practicability,
development risk, impact on other systems, costs and savings ♥ with sub-headings
as appropriate to the problem

7. RECOMMENDED APPROACH
♥ highlight the main differences
♥ make a recommendation if you are sure

8. CONCLUSION
♥ suggest what needs to be done next
♥ request agreement to proceed by a date (at least two weeks ahead)

9. APPENDICES
♥ termsof reference
♥ relevant working papers (including cost calculations)

This report structure takes the reader through the argument, building up the picture as he goes.
Check particularly that ideas do not emerge for the first time in the later sections. Consider
also removing parts whichare not followed through to the appendices. Resist publishing work-
ing papers (keep them as backup) andresist pushing technical detail (write the ideas down to
be considered further in the Evaluation Stage).
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Project Management Considerations
The Survey Stage needsto be carried out by a very experienced analyst. It will probably be
done by the project manager himself ♥ if not he will be deeply involved in its development.
Either way there are very few people involved but their time needs to be carefully planned.

The six phases of the survey provide the planning base. As a guide the time required is about a
fortnight for every ten staff (an average of one day per person) plus 20% management and
supervision, 15% contingency. It is tempting to reduce the time allowed and the amount of
detailed investigation ♥ either because of assumed familiarity or time pressure. The project
supervisor needs to be on sure ground before he cuts out any ofthe steps.

Part of the planning is concerned with getting the project off to the right start ♥ in particular
that the staff concerned are fully briefed on the nature and extent of the study.Hereis a list
of the points to be agreed in advance:

1. Advice to all staff whoare likely to fall within the scope of the study:
♥ of the presenceof analysts within the departments
♥ of the nature and extent of the study

2. Organisation chart ♥ to assist in identifying functional responsibilities and relationships
3. Positive arrangements for access to senior managers in the departments
4. Availability on loan of sample ☁live☂ documents necessary to support fact finding

5. Use of desk and office services in the area being studied for the duration of the study.

B_ The Evaluation Stage
The Survey is concerned with identifying the problem to be solved together with an examin-ation of the main alternatives. Once a decision in principle has been taken on the way aheadthe project moves into the detailed Evaluation Stage.
The purpose of the Evaluation Stage is to prepare a precise business specification of the prob-lem (the Functional Description) and to develop the technical solution (the Design Strategy).In both cases we need to go into sufficient detail to be confident that the solution will besuccessful. It follows that in areas of innovation we may need to carry out a great deal ofresearch before the project can move aheadto the Specification Stage.
It is during the Evaluation Stage that the problem area is divided into projects and procedures.We saw in earlier chapters the importance of correctly breaking the project into manageableactivities. It is now that the process begins.
In an Order Processing/Stock Control application, the computer systems might be introducedin a series of projects:

Sales Ledger (Accounts Receivable)
Stock Control
Order Processing/Invoicing
Payroll
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Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger and Reporting.

Each of these projects is made up of a numberof procedures. For example, the Sales Ledgerproject would be divided into:
Customer File Enquiries and Maintenance
Entering Invoices and Credit Notes
Allocating Cash and Discounts
Sales Ledger Update and File Purge
Statement Printing and Aged Debtors☂ Report
File Conversion to new system.

it may take some time to get the procedure breakdown right. As a general rule, jobs carried
out by different sections or in different time cycles should be separated.
The procedure which is underestimated tends to be File Maintenance. The procedure whichis
overlooked tends to be File Conversion. Notall the procedures are computer procedures. Some
may be entirely manual, others wi!l have a high manual content.
1: Functional Description

Figure 10 gives an overview of the contents of the Functional Description.
The Functional Description represents a complete statement of the business problem: it is
the basis on which technical solutions will be developedso it is worth double checking that
everything has been included.
Preparing an Invitation to Tender
It can also be used as the basis for a hardware proposal from a computer supplier. The
hardware salesmen will be emphasising the good features of their equipment and possibly
forcing your problem to fit their solution.
A clear statement of the business problem in advance, as in the Functional Description,
helps the buyer to separate essential features from those which are either desirable or
merely cosmetic.

When sending out an invitation to tender the Functional Description should be accom-
panied by a !etter which covers the following points:
♥ ®ackground information on XYZ Company
♥ Desire to install computer systemsin areas P, O, R
♥ Currentsituation, reference to Functional Descriptions of desired systems
♥ Information required frommanufacturers:

(a) Specification of equipment proposed and delivery
(b) Full statement of costs (rental, purchase, extended use, trade-in values, consum-

ables)
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The Functional Description is one of the most important documents prepared during the
developmentof a project. Its purpose is to present the design of the system together with
costs, benefits and implementation plans, such that the user may understand, evaluate and
formally agree the proposed system.
The contents list should be taken from:
1. OVERALL SUMMARY OF THE SYSTEM

(intended to give any reader of the Functional Description whois not already familiar
with the area, a general understanding of the system before encountering the detail ♥
start by stating simply what the system does)

2. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF EACH MAJOR ASPECT OF THE SYSTEM
(procedure by procedureis preferable to input/processing/output; include interfaces with
other systems)

3. OUTPUTS FROM THE SYSTEM
(specimen of all printed outputs with details of frequency, principal uses, sequence,
volumes, copies and distribution)

4. INPUTS TO THE SYSTEM
(tabulation of all inputs and keyboard 1/0 giving description, data content, layout, cut-
off timings, volumes, source)

5. TABULATION OF MAIN FILES
(description, data content, field sizes, sequence, origin of updating data, responsibility
for maintenance, security and backup, volumes)

6. TABULATION OF MAJOR CODES USED
(description, structure, source, maintenance)

7. CONTROLPRINCIPLES
(controls, data validation, reconciliation, re-submission oferrors)

8. VOLUMES, FILE SIZES AND RUN TIMINGS
(current and future volumes)

9. DEPARTMENTALRESPONSIBILITIES
(control of input, file maintenance, output distribution, equipment)

10. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM
(show how the system will cope with growth and change;state all knownlimitations ofthe system)

11. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
(implementation bar chart; budgets for remaining stages; user involvement; conversionstrategy)

12. CONCLUSION
(calling for agreement to proceed by a date at least 2-3 weeks away) «
 

Figure 10
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(c) Physical planning requirements
(d) Description of operating systems and software including numbers of existing users
(e) Details of how the equipment will process each application (with full timings).Where can similar application be seen on this equipment?
(f) Pre-installation support (systems, programming, site inspection, machine time)
(g) Maintenance cover and standby arrangements proposed

(h) Special requirements (benchmarktest, program conversion, file conversion).
By asking manufacturers to supply this information in sequence by a deadlineit is easier to
evaluate the proposals and to avoid supplementary questions. In any case, the number of
competing suppliers should be limited to three or exceptionally four ♥ otherwise the
evaluation process becomesan endinitself.
Project Management Considerations
The structure of the Functional Description provides a framework for carrying out the
evaluation. Start by breaking the project into procedures and drafting Section 2 (Narrative
Description of Procedures). The section will probably have to be re-written later, but it
provides the analyst with a starting point.

Now take each procedurein turn and draft the outputs (Section 3), inputs (Section 4) and
file contents (Section 5) while working closely with affected user departments. It is then
time to start looking at the design strategy. When the analyst has obtained user agree♥
ments which have been developed it is time to revise the sections already written and to
complete the remaining sections.

The Functional Description is then subject to a formal Business Review before it is
finalised.
A fair proportion of the Functional Description will be straightforwara (an Invoicing
system has to produce Invoices) and the design effort is a matter of preparing sensible
output and input documents.

Management control reports, however, are likely to be much more demancing in an
analytical sense. A real understanding of the way the organisation worksis required before
the analyst can arrive at the right level of reporting flexibility.
For preparing the FD,al:ow one week per average ☁procedure☂plus a week. Allow addition-
al time for procedures which are particulariy complex. Al'ow familiarisation time also if
the a.%..yst doing the FD wasnot the one who did the s irvey
Allow at least three weeks for user agreement ♥ longerif it is a complex project ♥ and use
the time to carry out the Business Review.
Systems Design Strategy
The Functional Description is important because it states the business problem to be
solved ♥ and it provides an opportunity to verify that the right problem is being solved.
The Design Strategy is equally important. Brilliant programming cannot make up for bad
design but a good design can weather almost any numberof problems of a minor nature
(a bad program can just be re-written).
What then are the characteristics of good design and what are the guidelines to be used?
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Good design can be recognised as being:

♥ partitioned to reflect the business problem. The closer the solution reflects the struc-
ture of the business problem, the betterit is likely to cope with business change. In
practice this means designing the system to reflect the business procedures and not
striving to write generalised programs across procedures. In this way the solution will
be flexible for growth and change.

♥ efficient in its use of resources. The resources involved are not restricted to the com-
puter. Efficient use of business users is perhaps most important, sometimesefficient
use of analysts and programmers(in getting a job working quickly) is more important
than saving time on the computer.

☜♥ secure, accurate and reliable. Problem partitioning tends to improve security by
isolating the problem areas.

♥ simple to understand. Complex solutions tend to be difficult to modify whenthereis
business change. The simpler the solution the easier it is to comprehend and the more
likely that problem areas are anticipated.

Whenbeginning to design the technical solution it is helpful to examine separately:
♥ input streams

♥ mainfile updating

♥ output procedures and reporting

The approach is illustrated in Figure 11. The input streams cover static data for file
maintenance, transactions for file updating and entries generated from within the system.
All three types of input should be subject to controls with audit trails.
In principle, only one program should update each of the main files ♥ which are thenfrozen for the remainder of the processing cycle. File updating is the most critical job interms of accounting accuracy and control ♥ and having only one place to look whenthings go wrong simplifies error detection and recovery.
The output procedures may read from any of the main files but may write to nonedirectly.
Generated Entries (which modify the main files) must be posted via the input stream,
subjectto all the input controls.
By looking at the design of a system in this way (input, updating, reporting) there are anumberof benefits. First, we have got a way of approaching the design problem and candevelop rules which suit the different needs of the three phases.
Second, we can achieve parallel project development. Once the files have been designedand frozen, different teams can work on different parts of the problem with confidence.The file contents and design are seen to be at the heart ofthe strategy.
Third, and perhaps most important, the strategy satisfies the principles of good designoutlined earlier ♥ simplicity, security, flexibility for growth and business Partitioning ♥withoutsacrificing any efficiency.

It is not suggested that Systems Design is easy nor that it can be done without considerablethought. But the great majority of business applications fall into relatively few patternswhich yield to general analysis. More time thus remains for designing for exceptionalsituations without developing every solution from first principles.
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Selecting the File Structure
Mostfiles fall logically into one of four classes:
♥ Main Files (such as CustomerFile, Product File) which are characterised by a relativelylow volumeof insertions and deletions.
♥ Transaction Files (such as Sales Ledger Transactions, intermediate transaction files)whichare characterised by a high volumeofinsertions.
♥ Mixed Main File and Transactions (such as Customer File with Sales Ledger trans-actions).
♥ Files which need to be accessed by more than one key (including Data Bases).
These four classes of file require somewhat different treatment.
Main Files
Main Files need to be accessed both sequentially (e.g. end-of-month sales ledger, ageddebtors☂ report) and randomly (e.g. names and addresses for order processing). The mostcommonorganisation therefore is Index Sequential (or ISAM for Index Sequential AccessMethod).
Transaction Files
The most common way of holding transactionfiles is sequentially. Records can be writtensequentially as they occur and if necessary the file can be sorted prior to a conventional
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father/son updateof the transaction history file.

This conventional approachis secure,it is easy to recover from a failure and thehistoryfile
is well controlled.
If it is necessary to access the transaction history file randomly during the day then an
index can be created following the update ♥ so the historyfile is held as an ISAMfile but
updated sequentially.

If it is further necessary to access today☂s transactions file randomly, there are a numberof
waysof doing so:

♥ use a direct access key whichis generated as the recordis written (and may be written
on the source document)

♥ search today☂s transactions for the record required (acceptable if the file is not long)
♥ build a key file as the records are written and search the key file for the record

required.
Note, however, that chaining records togetheris not suitable for transaction files; a master
record is needed to head the chain ♥ which brings usto thethird classoffile.
Mixed Master and Transaction Records

Arguments of efficiency and security tend to support separating the transactionfile from
the master and holding them both sequentially. Whether to use chaining or to use ISAM
for both files is a matter for the systems designer with a given problem tosolve. In general
the chaining solution is likely to require more complex software andis less secure. With
either solution the masterfile should contain a total of the individual transaction records
for that master ♥ to aid control and error recovery.
Multi-Key Files
Sometimes it is necessary to access records in two sequencesor using two different keys.
Examples of such a need would be:

♥ accessing vehicle records by registration numberor chassis number
♥ accessing outstanding orders for a given customeror a given product
♥ accessing outstanding foreign exchange deals for a given customer or for a givencurrency on particular day.
For on-line systems the problem is compounded by the need to respond to enquiries ineither sequence in an acceptably short time (a few secondstypically). There are a numberof different ways these problems might be tackled.
The simplest way would be to hold the records in as many sequencesasis necessary. Thisis the approach usually adopted in a batch environment.
A second solution would be to hold the records in one sequence and to maintain an indexin a second ♥ knownas aninverted file. Vehicle records, for example, might be held byregistration number.
A third solution would be to hold the records in one sequence (the most used) and tochain them in another. For example, Outstanding Order records can be held in productsequenceand chained to the customer masterfile.

 



A fourth solution would be to hold the records in the main sequence and to maintainsummary totals in the other. The orders outstanding might be held by customerwith thequantity outstanding for each product held as a total on the product masterfile ♥ likely
to be a simpler and morepractical solution altogether.
A fifth solution is to use a Data Base Management System (DBMS). A DBMSis a general-
ised approach to file handling and is usually based on chained records or an invertedfile.It is attractive in concept but usually unsatisfactory in execution. The reasonis not difficult
to find. A DBMSwill only worksatisfactorily if the data structures represent the problemaccurately and efficiently. By the time the problem has been analysed enough to achieveits objective, the way is often clear to a muchsimpler solution.
Summary of File Structures

The system designer's objective is to select the file structure whichis a satisfactory balanceof:
♥ relevance of structure to the business problem

♥ simplicity, reliability and security
♥ efficient use of available resources (during enquiry, updating or reporting)
♥ satisfactory response or running time

♥ ease of operation and recovery,

The Index Sequential Access Method is the basic structure on which most designs are
based. The major design problem is the way to handle transaction files ♥ partly because
inserting new recordsin file can quicky reduce efficiency to an unacceptablelevel; partly
because the data records need to be accessed efficiently from more than one direction.
Guidelines for Designing Batch Input

We come nowto the guidelines for designing the input, updating and reporting phases of
the system.

Figure 12 shows diagrammatically a comprehensive approach to the design of a batch input
suite of programs. Although most input systems should be on-line, there remain a sub-
stantial number of occasions when batch input is necessary. The design reflects many
years☂ experience of whatis neededin a secure andreliable input system and any designer
should think carefully before taking short cuts.

Here are the main features of this design with their reasons.
There should be a single entry pointforall transaction types, including static data, to allowsimple and reliable operation. All records should be in card image format (80 characters)
and all types of input mediz allowed (card, paper tape, magnetic tape, transmission).
Transaction vetting should be split from static data vetting. The static vet program is
usually very large and has relatively few transactions ♥ which also explains why the
transaction vet comesfirst.
Input should be batched with provision for multiple input batches from multiple input
centres in multiple shots. A simple one-user system can quickly get a second user (the
auditors perhaps).
New batches are written sequentially on the transaction disc. Generated Entries are used
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typically to initialise the transaction disc or they may enter the vet input stream. The
transaction disc must have been previously cleared (not just overwritten with today☂s

Figure 12

batches) to avoid restart problems.
In general main files are not referenced during the vet as there is not a great deal that can
be done aboutrejections at this stage. A cycle delay would be imposed on transactions for
newly opened accounts. On the other hand an on-line system needs to reference files
during data entry so that the originator can correct errors before they get into the system.
Duplicate batch numbers should not be accepted andall batches must have today☂s run
date. Written authority should be provided before a date override can be used.
Every input record should have a unique identity or be given one by the system ♥ to allow
for reversals and to provide an audit trail. Every record should belisted on input.
Individual records should be rejected if:
♥ a fieldis invalid
♥ theset is incomplete
♥ the set is out of sequence.
Validation of a record is quitted after three errors have been detected.

 



The wholebatchis rejected only if:
♥ the batch headeris unrecognisable
♥ the batch is a duplicate
♥ the batch dateis invalid.
Control totals should include:
♥ record countby type, split between those accepted/rejected
♥ accumulation of value fields for accepted records
♥_ hashtotals of codes if there is no check digit verification (CDV).
Batch totals should be compared with controls in the batch header ♥ but batches are notrejected because of a difference.
There should be provision for rejecting a complete input batch ♥ which should be actionedbefore the sort of input transactions to posting sequence. There should be provision forrejecting individual records ♥ actioned after the transaction sort. Control totals should berecaiculated following the sort, when the original batch sequence has been lost (but recordshave retained their original reference numbers).
Whererecordsare to be archived on microfiche the COM output should follow the sort ♥ a
sensible sequence for building the audittrail.
Guidelines for Designing an On-Line System
On-line is preferable to batch input because the terminal can be sited in the office orfactory as an integral part of the workflow. With a batch input system the work leaves thenatural work station and is processed by coders, punch andverifier operators and com-puter operators ♥ all of whom addcost but no benefit.
On-line systems can do more than cut out the middlemen, however. They can reduceerrors
and compiexity by validating the data entered in context. Customer orders can be checkedagainst stock levels before the order is accepted; the customer☂s name and address can bechecked against the order to make sure we have the right one; cash can be allocated to
invoices and the customer☂s credit balance updated.
So on-line input is more than just data entry. To get the real benefits, main files must beon-tine to tae data entry programs and in manycases they will be updatedin real time.Here tnen are the requirements of an on-line system:
1. Data should be validated in context.
2. All input should be proof listed in some way ♥ journal entries would be listed, cus-

tomer orders would be on an order confirmation, a name and address change would be
on a change report.

3. Recovery from failure should be designed in ♥ the need for re-keying should be avoided
by logging the input and letting the computer reprocess the workaftera failure.

4. On multiple VDU systems a commonprinter cannot, in practice, be run by the dataentry programs.
Given these requirements, there are three waysof carrying outthe functions of data entry
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(DE), updating (UPD) and reporting (RP). The three ways can be describedas:
♥ Real-time updating
♥ Pseudoreal-time updating
♥ On-line input with batch updating
Thereal-time updating approachis well suited to main file maintenance. If transaction data
is to be validated in context it must be possible to correct errors or to make changes with
immediate effect. If a new customer is to be processed the soonerheis on thefile the
better. If an address orcredit limit is wrong, it needs to be put right.
The Pseudo Real-Time Approachis illustrated in figure 13. Updating is carried out by a
☁single program (instead of multiple VDUs) which picks up transactions soon after they are
written. Updating is almost instantaneous, therefore, but is carried out at a single point.
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Transactionsare validated and written to a transactionfile.They are immediately picked up by a single program which doesall the updating. Recovery is achieved by re-runningthe trans-actions through the update.   
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Figure 13

The purpose of this approach is to reduce potential queueing problems in the data entry
programs and to split out work that can sensibly be delayed a few seconds. It would not
help in an order processing system where thespreadoffile accesses is wide and themaster
files have to be read anyway. It applies in situations such as foreign exchange dealing where



currency positions and limits need to be updated from transactions ♥ but the positions andlimits files are not needed during data entry. The data entry programs are thus kept to aminimum anda potential bottleneck is removed.
The on-line input with batch updating approach recognises the problemsassociated withadding new transaction recordsto

a

file. It aims at combining thevirtues of validation incontext (an account balance field on the Master File Record is updated by the trans-action) with secure file updating (the Transaction History File is updated on a father/son basis) and control (the account balance in the master record is checked against thetotal of the transaction records). The approachis well suited to applications such as salesledger, purchase ledger and payroll where a transactionfile is maintained in addition to themasterfile.
In practice an on-line system will use a combination of these three approaches dependingon the requirements of the individual procedures.
Guidelines for File Updating

Freezing the design of the main files (data content, structure and access methods) is thekey to smooth project development. The design should be complete before the specifi-cation stage begins. Any change thereafter should be written on a formal System ChangeNote and the implications thoroughly costed. Generally it is better not to make changes asthey crop up ♥ hitting a moving target is unreasonable to both the project team and theproject.
Files divide the data entry and update from the reporting and business control side of thesystem. Here are the guidelines for updating thesefiles:
1. Only one program should update each main file. Writing mainfiles incorrectly, losingdata and overwriting data is all too easy. By minimising the programs which write themain file, the scope for error is reduced and errors that do occurare easier to trace.
2. Transaction History files need to be purged from time to time. The history should beoutput to microfiche (COM) and notlost.
3. Apart from essential byproducts of the update, avoid extracting reports during themain update. Accounting needsare fairly static but reporting requirements are subjectto change ♥ soflexibility is obtained by separating the two functions.
4. More generally, areas subject to change should not be part of the main update. Wherepossible, complex areas should be taken into a ☁back-end☂ phase aswell.
5. Changes to a mainfile generated from within the system should circulate as a generatedentry and be subject to normal input controls (batchtotals, prooflist, stops).
6. File descriptions (COBOL DataDivision) should be set up on a catalogue andbe copiedinto all programs. A degree of data independence 1s achieved and subsequent changecan be accomplished moreeasily.
7. Files should carry control records containing identification, generation, date and

control totals. The control totals should contain a count by type of record andtotalsof key fields.
8. Every time a file is read through or written, the controls must be recalculated andprinted. On random access files special programs may have to be written to carry out

the function on a regular basis. Generally special attention should be directed to
random access files to ensure data integrity and to allow recovery from failure. A disccopy does not check thefile controls.
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9. A reference/parameterfile should be used to control generations, and to contain dates,
diary triggers, commontables and changingrates.

10. As far as possible business entities should be logically separated on file so that the risk
of privacy and security violation is minimised.

Reporting Guidelines
Once the main files have been updated they can be exploited in a numberof ☁back-end☂
procedures. Examples of these back-end proceduresare:

Allocation of cash and discountto invoices
Control of credit (aged debtors☂ report and statements)
Allocation of newly received stock to outstanding orders

Stock control (reordering and urging)
Central Bank returns
Paymentof dividends to shareholders
Managementinformation.

The design strategy is to get the accounting entries into the system quickly and simply ♥
and to keep the business procedures separate. Here are the guiding principles for the
reporting phase:

fg The reporting suites follow the pattern of business procedures specified in the Func-
tional Description.

Every procedureis a self-contained suite and may not reference another. If they have
been divided correctly there will be no need for interdependence ♥ a great help to the
project manager.

The program suites may read any of the main files and may write to none. File changes
are achieved by circulating generated entries back through the input cycle.
Extract files should be used to simplify complex mainfile structures ♥ particularly for
parameterdriven reporting packages or when only someof the mainfile data is
relevant. Holding extract files on disc allows a number of back-end suites to run in
parallel.

Eachsuite will tend to consist of:
♥ extract records required (with calculation)

sort to desired sequence
♥  print/output results (with calculation)
Printed reports should be uniform in appearance with standard headings for internalreports. Along the top of the report should appear:
♥ program name,date and time of run
♥ report name



♥ page number
Reports should end with ☁END OF REPORT☂.

Project Management Considerations
The end product of the design strategy is a set of procedure run chartsas illustrated by
figure 14. There is one chart for every procedure with an overview at the beginning.
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Alongside the individual programs there should be sufficient explanation to make the
function of the program clear.
These procedure run charts may be included in the Functional Description as an appendix
or be bound separately. If they are bound separately the reader will also need to have
access to the file contents, structure, volumes and file sizes ♥ sections 5 and 8 in the
Functional Description, probably Section 2 as well.
Developing the design strategy does not take a great deal of mantime, but it does require a
fair elapsed time to think through the problem thoroughly. Allow two man daysper pro-
cedure (spread over one elapsed week per procedure).
If the design depends on unfamiliar hardware or software, or if new software needs to be
developed, now is the time to do the research. Enough work needs to be doneto be con-
fident that the solution proposed will work in practice ♥ and it may need a substantial
amountof work before the project manageris satisfied.

Before moving further into the project there must now be a technical review. The review
needs to be carried out by somebody whohasdonea similar job before. If such a person
is not available from within the organisation, then he mustbe hired from outside. But do
notfall into the trap of hiring an outside consultant who has not doneit before;it is an
individual☂s experience you need to hire not a good consultancy name. Build in time for
the review and for taking action on the findings.

C System Specification

The purpose of the System Specification is to define the problem to be solved in complete
detail.
Now the problem to be solved may not be exactly the sameas the problem in the Functional
Description. There are a number of reasons for this apparent discrepancy. It may be that the
business user wishes to implement a sub-set of the total problem asa first step ♥ leaving open
his options for the future. It may be that greater understanding of the problem leads to a
change of emphasis. Whatever the reason, the first step for the project managerin the speci-
fication stage is to verify the Functional Description.
Verify the Functional Description and Systems Design
During the specification stage the work will be given out, procedure by procedure, to a number
of analysts who will be working in parallel. The project manager must therefore spend time
making sure that they have a commonstarting point and that the interfaces (the mainfiles) arefully, and finally, defined.
Verifying the Functional Description includes making a record ofall changes with their reason
and probably changing some sections in Functional Description. There may be a conflict here
between the need for the Functional Description to show what could be done and the need toshow what is going to be done. In an extreme case the Functional Description will need to bere-written so that twoversionsexist.
The project manager will also need to verify the systems design and ensure that the technical
review has been completed. Some project managers regard a technical review as a reflection on
their ownability. Such resentment is very mistaken. The project manager wishes to achievesuccess in his project and this successis crucially dependentongetting the strategy right at the
start. There are very few designs that cannot be improved by discussion. Anyway, when the
project is a success the project manager and team will get the credit ♥ the fact that he soughta second opinion from time to time will add to, rather than detract from, his reputation.Figure 15 contains a checklist for a technical review.
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CHECKLIST FOR THE TECHNICAL REVIEW

1. Preparatory Briefing
Is the Functional Description complete?
Is the Design complete?
How are the business needslikely to evolve over the next few years?
Whyhasthis design been chosen rather than .. ay other?☂

2. Work Flow and Timings
Whatare the timings of the runs and how will peak and period endjobsbe fitted in?
Howwill the system work from the user☂s viewpoint?
How easywill the system be to use?
Whereare the bottleneck and therisk areas?

3. File Strategy

Whatare thefile accesses per transaction? Are thefiles organised to beefficient fortransaction processing?
Howis the updating done?Is it secure and efficient?
Whatare the patterns of enquiries? Are the files organised to respond to enquiries
efficiently?
Howis file space to be organised physically? How will space requirements grow?

4. Control, Security and Recovery
Are input controls adequate?
Are file controls present and comprehensive?
Is security of the system adequate?
Whatwill happen if the computer fails? What standby arrangements are there?
Are the restart facilities adequate?

5. Risk of Project Failure
Whatare the hardwarerisk areas?
Whatare the areas of innovation (for this project team)?
Is the procedure breakdown correct?
Are the project budget and timescale realistic?
Whichparts of the solution might be better left off the computer?   

Figure 15

A key part of the technical strategy is the finalisation of the file contents, the division into
procedures andtheidentification of system software required.

Thefile contents need to be frozen as the interface between the procedures.
The division into procedures allows parallel project developmentin identifiable steps.
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♥ The system software (screen handlingutilities, VDU conventions,file handling utilities,
spoolers, common functions) needs to be identified now so that it can beready,fully
tested, by the time the application programmingbegins.

Onceall the preparatory design work has been completed, the analysts can begin work on the
systems specification.
Systems Specification
Preparing the systems specification is not merely a question offilling up a set of standard
forms. It requires a high degree of problem solving ability as well. A poor analyst will define
the main problem flow and add the exceptions as they occur to him, as somethingofan after-
thought. A good analyst will build the exceptions into a more general solution to the problem.

Systems documentation can be an important aid to good design, butit is no substitute for
analytical ability. We will therefore cover the principles of developing the systemsspecification
before going into the documentation mechanics.
Thesteps in developing the systemsspecification are illustrated in figure 16.
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Developing the procedure logic consists of breaking the problem into a numberof logical steps.The steps should be logical in the sense that they follow the natural problem sequence (whetherthe solution is to use a computer or manual methods). An example is shownin figure 17.
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The next stage in the problem development is to expand the processing steps until they are
fully defined. The analyst will have to show the layout of printed reports and VDU screens,
He will also have to expand the processing rules until he has shown how everyoutputfieldis
derived.
He should tackle the work systematically defining first outputs and then inputs and inter-
mediate files. The derivation rules which come next are written out on ☁derivation sheets☂.

Every file, every printed report, every screen layout and everyfield which is referred to in the
derivation sheet must be cross-referenced. More generally, the rule is that every outputfield
should be traced back to its source ♥ either directly or through derivation sheets.
The analyst thus views the system specification from two directions. In terms of business
function the processing steps and derivation sheets flow from top to bottom and from begin-
ning to end. In terms of output field definitions the flow is from the final result back to the
source.
The systemsspecification is thus well structured in a problem solving sense and completely
defined in a technical sense.
The specification is also organised to suit the programmer, avoiding the need for a separateProgramming specification. In the situation where there is an intermediate file within the
procedure (the Sort File in figure 8.4 for example) the final output is referenced back to thesort record (which is the input to the second program). Thesort record is the output of thesecond program andits fields are referenced back to the prime input. The specification canthusbe organised into the two programs.
User Role
During the preparation of the specification the analyst must work closely with the user repre-sentatives. Printed layouts and VDUscreens need to be agreed as they are developed.Similarlythe analyst will wish to agree the derivation rules with the users Progressively ♥ rather thanwaiting until the specification is complete and presenting them with a dauntingly large prob-lem. Notice that structuring the processing steps in a business oriented way helps the analystand user to concentrate on one aspect of the problem at a time.
The final task in preparing the specification is to review and logic test the specification withthe user concerned. The analyst checks that the derivationrules for output fields are completeand unambiguous. He further reviews the processing steps to make sure that the steps give thereader a good understanding of the problem.
Meanwhile, the user representative assembles test conditions covering both general and specialsituations. The analyst and user then take the itemsoftest data in turn and work them throughthe specification, confirming that all the conditions have been catered for. Rectifying mistakeslater in the project is going to be expensive so time spent on logic checking at this point mustnot be begrudged.
Technical Role
In all this specification work little reference has been made yet to the involvement of pro-grammersandtechnicalspecialists. In fact they have anactiverole in three areas:

♥ Thetechnical review determines the technical strategy and thus allows the analyst toconcentrate on the business problem during thespecification.
♥ Technical advice is available to the analyst duringhis specification work ♥ in particularthe processing steps need to be confirmed.



♥ System software is being developed in parallel with the specification so that applicationProgrammingwill not be held up later.
Technical work of this nature requires a very experienced systems programmer. It is normalto appoint this ☁strategic programmer☂ during the specification stage of the project. Butit isunlikely that any other programmers will be needed yet, unless the system software is verysubstantial. Westill need quality, not quantity.
Standard Documentation
A sound approach to systems documentation has the following advantages:

♥ method of communicating with users and programmers
aid to good systems design (encouraging a problem oriented structure and avoidingomissions)

♥ permanentrecord whichassists subsequent system maintenance
♥ record of progress in the project stage
♥ single system for analysts and programmers to work from.

There are, however, a numberof traps to be avoided:
♥ excessive paperworkis an obstacle to understanding
♥ business needs should notbesacrificed to computer needs
♥ transcription before programming should be avoided
♥ bad documentation will not get maintained
♥ simple narrative is not enough; it is ambiguous and does not encourage completeness.

Project Management Considerations
Thesteps the analyst has to follow while developing the specification are the following:
1. Familiarisation with the problem area ♥ rememberthat the analyst may be just starting on

the project and workingin an unfamiliar area. Allow two to three weeks for familiarisation,
longerif the area is very technical.

2. Writing the specification ♥ in addition to the procedure summary sheet there are outputs
and inputs to be agreed, derivation rules to be developed and agreed. Allow twodaysfor
every output, input and file (one day for existing main files). Generally this allowancewill
cover time for preparing derivation sheets unless the procedure is very complex.

3. Review and logic testing ♥ the user representative should be taken through thelogic step
by step. Allow two weeksfor this process.

These time allowancesassume that the design is complete, main file layouts have been finalised
and the technical review has been completed. The time for this preparatory work should be
estimated separately.

On a substantial project, several analysts may be working in parallel on the systemsspecifi-
cation, taking a procedure each. In adaition thereis likely to be systems programmingeffort to
set up standard functions ♥ the nature of these functionsis explained in Section II! D.
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Quality contro! of the work is essential. The project manager needs to besatisfied with:
1. The analyst's grasp of the business problem ♥ in particular the logical division into process-

ing steps (on which the program structure will depend).
2. The user representative☂s commitment to the completeness and accuracy of the specifi-

cation.

D Programming
The aim of the project team is to develop systems whichare robust, easy to maintain, flexible
to business change and secure. We have seen that these aims are mostlikely to be achievedif
the system and program structures mirror the business problem:

♥ the system is divided into business oriented procedures

♥ the data structures are organised to process routine operations, managementcontrol
reports and ad hoc enquiries efficiently

♥ the processing steps on the procedure summary sheet reflect the logic of any good
solution

♥ the program structure follows the processing rules.

If programs can reflect the business problem in this way, they are easier tc ☁-nderstand andmorelikely to be responsive to business change. The programsare thus highly structured withthe main modules corresponding to the systemsanalyst☂s processing steps.
Now the average productivity of programmersis disturbingly low. As a rule of thumb,it takesten weeks to write and test a COBOLvet or update: four weeks to write andtest a reportprogram. The excellent programmer, however, aims at an order of magnitude improvement onthese times; morelike a program in a week or two.
Five days per programisa very high order of productivity. Clearly it is not achieved by writingevery program as a new adventure. We needtogive the application programmersa set of ☁tools☂so that they can concentrate on the business application (without having to re-invent standardlogic).
If common functions can be developed for a suite of Prograins, the coding of the individualprograms will be faster. If common functions can be developed for the complete departmeni,the development time for every suite will be reduced. Using this approacn, it follows thatprogram maintenance will be easier and less dependent on the individual☂s knowledge of hisidiosyncratic program.
The ☁strategic programmer☂ has the job of organising the prograrnming effort to achieve thissort of productivity. His role can be seen to have three main elements:
1. Understanding the Functional Description (business need) and the system design strategy.
2. Identifying and developing the tools (common functions) the application programmers willuse.
3. Ensuring programs are soundly constructed and gross inefficiency is avoided.
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Systems Design

In general the strategic programmeris involvedin the project from the Functional Descriptionstage. While his involvementis initially on a part time basis it is important that heis appointedand involved early. The division into procedures and division of procedures into processingsteps needto be satisfactory in a technical sense as well as being business oriented.
The functions to be carried out during the preparation of the Functional Description, theSystems Design and the Technical Review have been explained in earlier chapters. The endresult is that the strategic programmer:

has a thorough knowledge of the requirements of the system and is clear on theanalyst☂s intentions
♥ has agreed the functional description and the system design and resolved any hardware/software conflicts
♥ has prepared a detailed block diagram for the suite and checked that the procedure

summary sheets correspondto the block diagram.
Wewill now look at the strategic programmerin his role as ☁toolmaker☂.
Developing Common Functions
Figure 18 contains a checklist which summarises the areas where common functions may be
necessary. In addition to these functions, ☁skeleton☂ programs are needed for the more common
program types.

The job of the strategic programmer (as toolmaker) is to identify the common functions
required and to make sure they are specified, coded, tested and documentedin time for the
application programming. Generally he will write the common functions himself. A key part
of his job is making sure that the team is aware of them andthat they get used.
Program Construction
Standards are no substitute for intelligent programming but they help programmers avoid
known problem areas and improve program readability.

All programmers should have their programs checked to ensure they have followed the stan-
dards. In particular the programs are checkedfor:

♥ structure
♥ use of standard functions
♥ simplicity
♥ efficiency.

Project ManagementConsiderations
During the programming stage the project manager should not be concerned with detailed
coding. He should concentrate on ensuring that the problem solutionis structured correctly at
every level.
The system analyst should hand over a specification which is well structured and which does
not contain endless exceptions. The strategic programmer should build the tools so that the
application programmers can be highly productive once they start. The application program-
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CHECK LIST OF COMMON FUNCTIONS

File and record descriptions, special file access routines.
System utilities (start up, close down, backup).
Field validation (e.g. CDV, numeric, date).
Field packing/unpacking (e.g. name and address, arithmetic fields).
Date conversion, calculation of days between dates.
Field editing (e.g. code display, floating asterisk, leading zero insertion.
VDUhandling(e.g. characteristics, page mode screen handling).
Special peripheral handling (non-standard peripherals or use).

Complex arithmetic or logical functions (e.g. Gross Redemption Yield).
Use of parameterfile for batch/generation control.
Use of special software (including operating system).
Conventions for operator response.

Programming conventions.

Commonfunctionsare the tools used by the application programmers. They need to be
specified, coded, tested and documented before application programmingcan begin.
 

mers should have logically structured programs which reflect the systems specification and
which will be robust enough to cope with change. Where applicable they should follow the

Figure 18

standard program skeletons.

In short, the job of the project manageris all about quality control.
Time estimates depend very much onthe quality of earlier work. It should be possible to writeand test small to medium-sized programs in two to three weeks; substantial programsin fourto six weeks ♥ provided that the preparatory workhas beencarried out thoroughly. The actualrate will depend on the installation and the problems they face. Targets can only be set by
measuring actual performance while striving constantly to raise standards.
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E Program AndSystem Testing

As we have seen, a computerproject starts with a statementof the business needs (FunctionalDescription) and is then developed in progressively greater levels of detail (Systems Specifi-cation and Procedures, Program Specification and Programs). It is the purpose of ☁testing☂ toensure that the communication betweeneachlevelis verified and that the end productsatisfiesthe business need. The.conceptis illustrated diagrammatically in figure 19.

 e THE TESTING MIRROR
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

FD[HL] Systems SpecinaEN
 

Program Spec           
 

Programs
 

 

Unit Test                       
 

Link Test

> System Test (logic)

fiend Acceptance Test
(and volumetest)

           p

PROJECT TESTING    
Figure 19

Unit testing is carried out by the programmer, whose aim is to ensure the program works as
specified. Unit in this sense generally involves several modules which make up a program.
Link testing is carried out by the strategic programmer, whose aim is to ensure that the
programs link together as designed. Link testing is also known assuite or integration testing.
Systems testing is carried out by somebody other than the programmer, usually the systems
analyst, whose aim is to ensure that the procedure works according to the system specification.
System testing includes date testing (advancing the calendar over year ends) and testing restart
recovery.
Acceptance testing is carried out by the final users, whose aim is to ensure that the system
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works within the business environment and satisfies their needs. Acceptance testing also
includes volume testing (abnormally high and low)using live data.
On the face of it testing is straightforward enough. A testing plan is developed systematically
to cover normal and abnormal conditions with good and bad data. The test data is passed
through the system and anyerrors picked up and corrected.
In practice it is not quite so easy. Unit testing, for example, is unlikely to reveal the real prob-
lems that may exist ♥ the programmer is only going to test the conditions he has built in
anyway. If he had thought of any other conditions he would have built them in too. So pro-gram testing is likely to go pretty well. So well that the programmer is probably given his nextjob to do at the same time as the strategic programmer and systems analyst begin their tests.
Nowerror free programmingis impossibly difficult to achieve in commercial applications andit is not long before a host of problems emerge. By now theprojectis probably running intotime pressures and even the most relaxed of programmers can get rather defensive. He is notvery motivated to find any errors himself noris he likely to encourage the analyst in his quest.
About this time the problems start getting worse. Parts of the system that were workingcorrectly are now found to have errors ♥ some of the corrections have had unexpected sideeffects. The things that go wrongare potentially endless ♥ program version numbers get in amuddle and clean versions are overwritten, new requirements (absolutely essential) suddenlyemerge, operating instructions are not complete, existing business procedures are found tohave fundamental inconsistencies, and then the computer breaks down.
It is quite a testing time for the project manager. If the project is to progress smoothly, hemust be clear on these main principles:
1. Divide the testing work up into identifiable and manageable groups of work. Adopt aformal and documented approach,preparing test data thoroughly, testing systematically,controlling program versions and recording progress carefully. Review the test plan afterevery group of work and allow time to test additional conditions that will be identified.
2. Organise parallel, not serial, testing. Serial testing goes at the pace of the weakest link andthe front end of the system is well tested at the expense of the back end. Setupfile con-ditions so that testing the procedures can be carried outin parallel.
3. Test the system structure at an early stage by starting with simple valid transactions andtracing them all the way through. Establishing the overall viability of the system is moreimportant than handling abstruse conditions (it helps team morale too).
4. Ensure that operating procedures are ready in good time. Part of system testing is edu-cational ♥ staff need to be trained to follow the procedures, particularly when exceptionalor error conditions arise. These procedures need to be thoroughly tested too.
5. Organise the resources well in advance (machine time, media, test conditions, test files, testutilities) and make generous time allowances. After every group of tests, repeat selectedtests from earlier groups to make sure that they have not been affected by subsequentchanges.
Program Test Data
It is not possible to test every combination of the paths in a Program, but the programmershould aim totest all conditions that he can visualise. In particular he should aim to:

♥ test every path at least once

♥ test boundary conditions on branches



test all limiting values (explicit or implicit) to their limit, e.g. maximum number ofparameters, print lines, entries in a table
check that initialisation is correct after every processing level (and workareas cleared)
check the first and last record are handled correctly on data files (read and written);check records with duplicate keys are processed correctly
check file dumps ofall files written against computedresults (accuracy) andfile speci-fications (format) using a /ogicalfile dump.

Test data should be as compact as possible consistent with creating realistic test conditions.Narrative fields should be used to contain the test reference number to simplify checking.
Programsafter the vet should assumethat input data has been validated correctly.
Link Test Data
Link testing has a simple objective; to ensure that intermediate files are correctly written by
one program and are correctly read by the next. The strategic programmershould prepare the
minimum of test data to check that every field of every record is being handed overcorrectly.
System Testing
Before starting system testing, the analyst must re-run the program test data to establish the
base position, the correct program versions are on the library and the JCL is complete. The
checklist of test conditions in figure 20 is organised below into groupsoftests.
Static Data Testing
Open,close, amend accountsusing valid data. Also:

♥ reopen open accounts
♥ reclose closed accounts
♥ amend aclosed account

♥ amend and close an account (sametest run)

♥ open and close an account (sametest run)
♥ make multiple amendments to accounts

♥ use all possible data entry methods,

Repeat using invalid data:
♥ pass transactions against closed and non-existent accounts

♥ checkall numeric fields with alpha, blank, CDV, leading blanks, trailing blanks, em-
beddedblanks, invalid dates

♥ check ranges both sides, near cut-off

♥ pass combinationsof valid and invalid values, multiple errors
♥ checkarithmetic fields for overflow, negative values, rounding, truncating, zero divide,

alignment
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SYSTEM TESTING PLAN

41; Static Data Testing

2) Transaction Data Testing (to update)
♥ type (a)
♥ type (b)

3 Procedure Testing (back end)
♥ procedure(a)
♥ procedure (b)
♥ procedure(c)   
 

4. Volumeand Date Testing

oe Restart/Recovery Testing

Figure 20
♥ pass data set with sequenceerrors, omissions, duplicates
♥ pass batches with invalid dates, duplicates, missing headers, missing trailers, incorrecttotals.

Procedure Testing
Set up thefiles to test each (back-end) procedure thoroughly, but do not set up impossibleconditions on thefiles. The back-end programs have to assume the front-end programs havedonetheir job. Carry outlink testing withall related procedures within and outside the system.
Volume and Date Testing
Text extremesof volume and date changes:

♥ force continuation pages on all reports
♥ force multi-reel, multi-volume working (short tapes)
♥ pass high volumesofreal data (as part of Acceptance testing)
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run two daysas one (different run dates) with both being processed correctly
process null requests (request with no transactions)
advance the calendar over month end, February end, quarter end, year end,financialyear end, tax year end

♥ run with no data atall.
Restart/Recovery Testing
Test the operational running of the system:

♥ flow of work and continuity of the suite
♥ accuracy of operating procedures
♥__ restart following a checkpoint

recovery following an inputsuite failure, updatefailure, reporting suite failure
♥ use of stationery, COM, transmission.

Acceptance Test Data
The purpose of the acceptancetest is not for the user to satsify himself that the system works♥
he is not particularly concerned with the detail of how it works.

We want him to pass a wide variety of transactions against relatively few accounts so that he
can check system performance ♥ but bear in mind that heis not likely to be familiar with
system testing procedures.
Ask him to:

♥ keep a note of the different transactions that occur over the next couple of weeks
♥ select a small representative sample of clients/accounts
♥ select a variety of the transactions that have occurred.

The project team should arrange to set up the files to their starting position (from the data
provided by the user), to complete the input documents andto run thetest.
When thetest is successful it will be possible to get the user involved in more elaborate testing:

♥ filling in the input documents himself
♥ putting in more complex conditions, especially those he thinks will break the system
♥ testing month-end and cyclic conditions

♥ testing the mostimportant customers/accounts/stocks
♥ high volume testing and checking.

It is most important that each step is thoroughly tested before going on to the next. Finding
errors does not breed confidence andit must be clear that the project team expects to find and
remove them.
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Project Management Considerations
Programmers should be responsible for their own unit testing although it is up to the Project
manager to ensure that they are not held up for lack of resource. Similarly the strategic pro-
grammeris responsible for link testing.
The project manager has significantly more to organise during system and acceptancetesting.
During system testing it is the responsibility of the project manager:

to divide up the testing load and prepare a strategic plan, getting the analysts to pre-
pare test data while the programs are being written
to bring forwardactivities as far as possible into the end of proyramtesting:
* libraries correct and up to date

systemstest data finalised and results calculated
test files initialised and set up to test proceduresin parallel

☁incorrect☂ input correctly prepared
job stacks, discs and tapes prepared

validation tests completed
to have a contingencyplan fortesting a subsystem if programmingis runninglate over-all

to control new program versions, documentation, re-running ofearlier tests
to test the file conversion suite as thoroughly as the other procedures
to include all non-standard or external interfaces ♥ COM, EFT, data transmission,external tapes
to create a permanenttest pac☂ for ongoing system maintenance
to check actual running times against estimates and to act decisively if need be.

During acceptancetesting it is the responsibility of the project manager:
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to help user managers to prepare test data (using the guidelines ahove), to give themclear instructions about what to check and how,to get chem to accept procedur?s asthey are completed
to get user staff to log queries on official forms (informal reporting leads to an abun-danceoftrivia)
to ensure that test data includes abnormally high and low volumes (checking highvolumes can be a daunting task ♥ make sure a separate room is allocated withsufficient staff)
to ensure the system has been tested over quarter end, year end, February end,financial year end and tax year end
to ensure the system runssatisfactorily in the operating environment (forms, VDUs,



batch control, restart, standby, I/O messages, operating procedures, multi-reel files,labels and generations).
Include the most important clients/accounts/items in these trials so that you are quite sure
they will be well served by the new system.

F Procedure Manuals

Among the most important parts of a new system are the procedure manuals. It is throughmanuals that the users learn to operate the system and to understand its capacity, so the
quality of the system is often judged by the quality of the manual.
A problem we must accept is that manuals are required to serve more than one purpose:

♥ Instruction (frequently at both a high level and a detailed level)
♥ Reference(in case of absence of key staff or a non-routine event occurring)

♥ Control and review (management control, work assignment, auditing, documentation).
Happily if the first of these purposesis fully satisfied the others will be too; and, provided the
job is tackled in the right way, writing a good manual need notbetoodifficult.
1. User Procedure Manuals

The purpose of this section is to provide guidelines so that procedure manuals can be
prepared in a clear and uniform way.
Structure
We need to be clear on the purpose for which the manual is intended before deciding the
structure. The objectives will probably be:
♥ to describe the function, limitations and operation of the system
♥ to provide each user department affected with the information needed to operateits

area
♥ to give step-by-step instructions on how to use the system and for sending information

to the system.
Notice three principles that emerge from these objectives:
1. It is necessary to give an overall appreciation of the system before going into detail.
2. The structure of the manual should recognise the organisation structure of the user ♥

at least at section level.
3. The writing style must suit the reader.
Following these principles, the overall structure of the manual is deceptively simple:
♥ An Introduction which states the purpose of the manual and gives an overview of the

complete system covered in the manual

♥ A\section for every logical function
♥ Sections containing routines commonto several functions.
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Thetrick is to get the logical functions right. Usually there is a conflict between organising
the manualto reflect the work done by a user department(e.g. Sales Office, Data Control)
and dividing it by major functions (Order Processing, Sales Ledger). Should it be function
within department or department within function?
Probably department within major function is right (a business will tend to be organised
such that departments mirror the major functions anyway); but be prepared to produce
the manual in two sequencesif necessary. It must be possible to split a large manual into
stand-alone sections ♥ otherwise the size would makeit daunting and inconvenient to use.

 

SPECIMEN CONTENTS OF A PROCEDURE MANUAL

 

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LTD 5. DIVIDENDS
INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 5.1 Introduction
PROCEDURES MANUAL 5.2 Reports produced

5.3 Howto enter dividend details for non-Extel
securities

CONTENTS 5.4 Howto obtainlist of stocks going XD,
dividend entitlementlists for UK securities
and SCC3 reports for overseas securities

1. FOREWORD 5.5 How to obtain dividend checkinglists and
: recent transactionslists

2. INTRODUCTION TO THE INVESTMENT 5.6 Howto process dividend allocations
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM(IAS) 5.7 Howto use dividend holding modifiers

5.8 Howto print vouchers and release banking
2.1 Whatis |AS? credits
2.2 How does IAS work?
2.3 How do HSIM operate IAS? 6. REPORTS FOR MANAGEMENT

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE IAS PROCEDURE 6.1 Introduction
MANUAL 6.2 Reports produced

6.3 Howto requesta section stocklist report
3.1 The purposeand structure of the manual 6.4 Acceptedtransactionslist report
3.2 Inner structure of the remaining parts 6.5 Daily list of movements report
3.3 Howto use the manual 6.6 Output examples and descriptions

4. THE MAINTENANCE OF THE PORTFOLIO 7. DATA CONTROL PROCEDURES
STATIC DATA FILE

7.1 Introduction
4.1 Introduction 7.2 The responsibilities of data control
4.2 Reports produced 7.3 Checklist of tasks
4.3 Overview of the PSD Procedure 7.4 Regular tasks: instructions
4.4 Howtoinsert a new portfolio 7.5 Special tasks: instructions
4.5 How to amendportfolio details 7.6 Output examples and descriptions
4.6 Howtoclose a portfolio and howto delete 7.7 Appendix A: Name and Addressretrieval

a portfolio system
4.7 How to request a PSD sheetfora specified Appendix B: Batch control sheet

portfolio Appendix C: How to check systems output
4.8 Howto request a full PSD sheet for a

specified portfolio
4.9 How to requesta full PSD List

4.10 Output examples and descriptions

IAS PROCEDURES July 1975    
Figura 21
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Commonroutines and those likely to require frequent reference should be separated outfrom the main procedures. Examples of such routines are:
♥ VDUsigning on and operating conventions
♥ Standard error messages
♥ Code Book
♥ Supervisor's operating instructions (minicomputer),
In general, try to avoid using appendices. An appendix means cross-referencing and lookingin two places to find the explanation. Our aim is to allow the readerto find all the infor-mation required to do the job in oneplace. It follows that someinstructions may need tobe repeated in more than oneplace.
Detailed Structure
The heart of the procedure manualconsists of sections for every logical procedure in thesystem. The proceduresare likely to correspond to systems☁procedures☂ such as CustomerFile Maintenance, Processing Customer Orders, Cash Allocation (both manual and com-puter procedures are involved).
The detailed structure within the section depends on the task to be done. The five maintypes of task are:
1. Writing an Overview of the procedure

2. Filling up forms

3. Entering input through a VDU
4. Explaining VDU andprinted output
5. Performing otherclerical functions.
Procedure Overview
The overall system is described in the manual in progressively more detail. First it is broken
down into procedures, then the procedures are broken downinto functions, and so on,
until we eventually reach the individual steps to be carried out. At every level the same
approachis followed:
Start with an overview before going into detail.
So in the same way that the manual starts with an overview of the whole system, every
procedurestarts with a descriptive overview.

It may also be necessary to describe the flow of work, which is done using the procedure
narrative style or flowchart.
Filling Up a Form
Provide a specimen of the form to be completed facing its completion instructions. The
completion instructions should be in two parts; the purpose of the form and general
instructionsonits use, facing detailed instructions for completing every entry.
VDU Input
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VDUinput requires:
♥ the originating document (with specimen entries)
♥ the VDU layout(highlight/box operator entries)
♥ completion instructions.
Attach the originating document to the VDU layout(so that they fold out together) on
the page facing the completion instructions. (Greater originality may be requiredif several
almost identical forms use a single VDU layout.)
Explaining Printed Output
To describe output, provide a realistic specimen on the page facing the explanation. The
standard headings for the explanation are shownin figure 22.

 

EXPLAINING PRINTED REPORTS
 

Reporttitle:
Function:

Printed specimen Contents:

Sequence:
Frequency:
Options:
Approx pages:    
 
  

Figure 22
Describing Clerical Procedures
A specimenclerical procedureis illustrated in figure 23.
Note the way that the function (Accepting Savings Deposits) is described briefly thenbroken into, in this case, three routines. Every routine similarly commences with adescriptive sentence followed by the detailed steps. Write the steps as simple imperativestatements.
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EXAMPLE OF CLERICAL PROCEDURES

ACCEPTING SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Savings Deposits are accepted by counter clerks who must verify the passbook beforegiving the customera receipt. The counterclerks also enter interest earned into thepassbook.
7.1

72
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VERIFICATION
You must verify four items on every deposit you receive:

Verify the amountby counting the cash and cheques and comparing thecounted amountwith the amountwritten on the depositslip.
Ensure that all cheques are correctly made out and signed.
Compare the account number onthe deposit slip with the account number
in the passbook. They must be the same.
Read the nameand address on the deposit slip and in the passbook to seethat they are legible, and are the same.

If the customer does not have his passbook,verify the account number and nameand address on the Customer Static Data (CSD) microfiche.
RECEIPTS
You mustgive a receipt for every deposit:

Give a receipt in the passbook by writing the amount of the deposit in words,
updating the balance column and stampingit with the date and your initials.
If the pageis full, enter the Carried Forward balance against Brought For-
ward balance at the top of the next page.
|f the customer does not have his passbook, give him a receipt by making a
copy of the deposit slip. Stamp it with your ☁duplicate☂ stamp, write in the
amountandyourfirst initial and name.
 

 

 

 

 

 

       
NAME
A/C No.

BalanceDate Amountin words Signature £

1.4.75 One hundred pounds B/Fwd 100.00

1.7.75 Fifteen pounds deposit 115.00
Twopounds 25 interest1.7.75 to 30.6.75 117.25

C/Fwd

INTEREST
etc.
 

Figure 23
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Note also that all the instructions within the function relate to the job of one person (the
Counter Clerk). Do not mix the jobs of different people in one function.

Getting the Facts
Any new system is designed for its users. It is their system which they are going to run ♥
not the designers☂. Ideally they should write their own manual with expert help. If a
Systems Analyst is the author he needs the user☂s full involvementto do the job properly.
Normally it will be the section head in the affected area whowill be responsible for accept-
ing the manualandgetting it to work in practice. This is an opportunity for the analyst to
workclosely with him, to understand the practical problems of his job and to take account
of existing customs and attitudes.
Key points to rememberare:

♥ Consult at every stage (purpose, overall structure, detailed structure, first draft, final
draft)

♥ Accept criticism
♥ If explanation is required, realise there is something missing from the manual
♥ Give public credit for other people☂s good ideas.
With the right attitude of interdependence and involvement comesa final bonus. When the
system is introduced the section head is a powerfulally.
Sometimes the procedure manualis written by a technical writer who is not theoriginal
designer. This situation requires joint authorship of the manual. The writer needs to obtain
the technical information from the systems analyst quickly, accurately and comprehensive-
ly.

One approach is to ask the systems analyst to provide the information required against
standard headings along the lines of figure 24. It is up to the writer to sort the factsinto the right sequence. If anything is not clear to him he must go back and ask.
Before a manualis finalised it goes through a careful cnecking process:
♥ Proof read it thoroughly; check spelling, cross-referencing, correct titles quoted,

uniformity of style

♥ Check it with the systems analyst to make sure the facts are correct and all are
included

♥ Checkit with the project manager for content and uniformity of style
♥ Checkit with the user section head to makesurehis areais correct
♥ Check it with the supervising manager on the project.
One manualshould be finished ahead of the rest in a system to become the standard on
which the others are based.

2. Computer Operating Procedures
The new system when running needs to be supported by sound operating procedures. The
operating procedures should be thoughtofin three distinct sections:
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CHECKLIST FOR TECHNICAL AUTHORS

XYZ Draft Manual Procedures

 

Please prepare rough notes in the following format:
1. Procedure Title
2. Introduction to Procedure, howit fits in total framework
3. Object of Procedure, why it exists
4. Overview of inputs and outputs

5. Input details, for each input:
♥ whousesit and when,timescale
♥ howtofill it in, what not tofill in
♥ any constraints, consequences
♥ expected or connected outputs
♥ next destination of input documents
♥ filing requirements

6. Output details, for each output:
♥ when and where shouldit arrive
♥ whatis shown
♥ whenis it produced,trigger
♥ howis it requested
♥ whatto do with it
♥ destination
♥ filing requirements

7. Detailed list of all codes in use with values

 

Figure 24
♥ Computer room procedures (covering hardware, tape and disc libraries, error logging,

security, maintenance and supplies).

♥ Running supervisory programs(start-up procedures, run control procedures and end-of-day procedures).
♥ Running application programs (system input, program execution, outputdistribution).
It follows that the first application on new hardware requires substantially more work thanthe second and subsequent applications ♥ yet another reason for keepingit simple at thebeginning.
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Setting up good operating procedures relies on experience in thesame way that systems
analysis and technical design do. A memberof the existing operations group should there-
fore be nominated to join the project team at an early stage.All project reports (from the
survey onwards) need to be appraised by operations staff and their involvementincreases
progressively until it becomesfull time over implementation.
During the implementation stage the job covers:

♥ designing and writing up the computer room and supervisory procedures
♥ beddingin the procedures
♥ training user and operationsstaff
♥ testing fully all aspects of the system (that are not application dependent),
If there is no existing operations group, expert help is needed from consultants who have
themselves workedin this area.
The operating procedures manual should consist of the following sections:
Section 1 ♥ Computer Room Procedures

Section 2 ♥ Running Supervisory and System Programs
Section 3 ♥ Running the programs for Application A
Section 4 ♥ Running the programsfor Application B

and so on.

The purpose of this chapter of the book is to provide a check list of the points to be
covered with a brief explanation where necessary.

Computer Room Procedures
The computer room procedures coverall aspects of running the installation ♥ except therunning of programs. The headings to cover are:

1. Introduction

SS) Hardware Operation
Tape Library Procedures
Disc Library Procedures
Error Logging and Recovery
Security
Computer Room Maintenance
Ordering Supplies

Controlling Program Versions

SP
MN
O
T
E

= Using BackupSite
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A Control Section.
These headings are expanded into subheadings below:
Ae Introduction. Give a statement of the purpose of this section of the manual, providethe hardware configuration, computer room layout diagram and reference to the manu-facturer☂s manuals for detailed points.
2 Hardware Operation. Topics include:

hardware power-up, with step-by-step instructions (including air conditioning) andsimple checksif any stepfails
operating system start-up, with step-by-step instructions and console layout
Operating system close-down
log-in, log-out procedure
peripheral operating instructions
peripheral switching (between more than oneprocessor)
system changeover (between morethan one processor)
logging system usage, particularly lost time
powersupply and action onfailure
air conditioning running times, operating instructions and action onfailure.
Tape Library Procedures. Topicsinclude:
colour codes (showing type ofuse, e.g. production, testing, system, backup) andserial
numbers
documentation, covering tape history card, job record card and card showingtapes in
security
tape cleaning procedures (about every six months)
transferring security tapes, releasing the reserve copy of the operating system master
tapes,
Disc Library Procedures. Topics include:

disc pack serial numbering, care in handling
documentation, covering disc history card and location card (discs in security backup)
disc inspection and cleaning procedures
transferring security discs, releasing the reserve copy of the masterdisc.
Error Logging and Recovery. Topics include:
importanceof error logging and monitoring
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recording hardwareerrors
recording software errors
engineerliaison and callout procedure, signing the engineer's activity report
preventive maintenance cycle
error recovery procedure, automatic system recovery, manual system recovery, re-
covery on the same system, recovery on second processor.

Security. Topics include:
computer room security, restricted access to computer room and to building (after
hours)
system security, accounts and passwords
file security, running backup programs (two security copies), storing up to four cycles
at security backupsite

fire drill.
Computer Room Maintenance. Topics include:
daily schedule (tape drives, printers)
weekly schedule (filters on processor and disc drives, cleaning VDUsand tape capstans)

environmental conditions, controlling dust, need for tidyness

computer room cleaning, three-monthly jobs, six-monthly environmental check.
Ordering Supplies. Topics include:

ordering computer room supplies (tapes, discs, ribbons, printer loops, continuous
stationery, cleaning materials, reflective markers etc)
ordering office stationery and supplies

stock list with minimum stock levels and re-order sizes
re-order history (so that stock levels can be revised if necessary).
Controlling Program Versions. Topics include:

change of program version form from maintenancecontroller
procedure for updating programs
holding current and previous source versions

taking a full backup after updating program versions.
Using BackupSite. Topics include:
deciding whento use backup
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getting authorisation and notifying affected people/organisations
checklist of items needed for backup
special operating procedures required at backupsite
supervision required
checklist of ☁disaster procedures☂ following total loss of computersite.
Control Section. A mainframe computeris likely to be organised with a control sectionseparated from the computer room. The controlsectionis responsible for:
Job preparation (JCL, documentation)
Job control (progress chasing,userliaison)
Tape/disclibrary (file control)
Scheduling
Output handling and distribution
Releasing program versions.

In a small installation the scheduling function (which must not be overlooked)is carriedout by the supervisor.

Running Supervisory Programs

The second section of the operating manual is concerned with running programs which arenot dependent on any one application. The headings to coverare:
i
o
A
4.
5]

Introduction
Start-of-Day Procedures

Run Control and Error Recovery
End-of-Day Procedures
System Utilities,

These headings are expanded below:
1. Introduction. Give a statement of the purpose of this section of the manual, including
details of normal operating times with allowance for start of day, end of day and peakloads.
2. Start-of-Day Procedures. Topics include:

starting up on-line systems, with dates and other parameters
allocating file space to transactionfiles
initiating transaction archiving programs (logger).
An example of the way instructions should be organised is given in figure 25.
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3.5

SPECIMEN OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

TRANSACTION ARCHIVING (TX)

LOGGER is a program which runs detached and which performsthe following
functions:
i. Accepts a message from a message queue and decodesit.

iii. Outputs logging information to the system console.

3.5.1. Operating Instructions

LOGGER canonly be run via the SUPER program whichwill either:
(a) Pass messages to LOGGER ifit is already running,or
(b) Chain to LOGGER toinitiate.
The programis initiated by SUPER by typing TX to the PROGRAM? question. This
causes the question:

FUNCTION?
to be displayed, to which any of the following responses may be typed:
H ♥ Prints a help message
| ♥ Initiate Logger
T ♥ Terminate Logger
Q ♥ Enteran item onto the queue
S ♥ Suspend Logger etc
Note the way the function is described with an overview before goinginto detail
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Figure 25
Run Control and Error Recovery. Topics include:
input control, correct authorisation of jobs, special requests
output control, checking print quality, output distribution (including output tapes/
discs/security tapes)
need for security to be maintained

i. Uses the decoded information to access a Transaction File record on disc, perform
certain consistency checks, and then write out a magnetic tape image of the record.

 



♥ needforerrors to be logged systematically
♥ action on hardware/softwarefailure
♥ action on VDU/line failure

running transaction file recovery programs, re-archiving transactionfiles,
4. End-of-Day Procedures. Topics include:
♥ running batch programs whenon-line input is complete
♥ distributing batch control sheets
♥ despatching output tapes

♥ runningsecurity backup programs.
5. SystemUtilities. Describe here system utilities, including those run occasionally, e.g.running error logging programs, system usage statistics, disc copying utilities, simplediagnostic programs.
Running Application Programs
Procedures for running application programs fall into two categories ♥ operating VDUs
and operating the computer. In general, instruction on operating VDUswill be in the user☂s
procedure manuals. Instructions on operating the computerare described in this section of
the manual.
Operating instructions require the following points to be covered:
1. System Input Procedures. Topics include:

♥ the way the work reaches the computer

♥ input media and control documents for every type of media
♥ job requests and authorised signatories
♥ namesof user representatives to contactin case of difficulty
♥ volumes, cut-off timings, input control.

2. Key punching instructions. Topics include:
♥ specimen documents

♥ key punchinstructions
♥ batching rules
♥ controls.
3. System flowchart. Topics include:
♥ overall flowchart
♥ restart points
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interfaces with other systems
frequency of runs
elapsed times -
namesof duty programmers.
Program Operating Instructions. Topics include:
brief description with program function and operating instructions
block diagram with resources needed (memory,peripherals,files, stationery)
JCL listing
recovery procedures
programmer.
System Utilities. Describe here system utilities, including those run occasionally,
output media, numbers of copies
guillotine and decollator requirements
volumes and deadlines
distribution and transport

people to contact if outputis late.

Tape and Disc Security. Topics include:
masterfiles and generations
saving transactionfiles
security storage

tape and disc usage.
Current List of Contacts. Bring together an up-to-datelist of contacts with their tele-phone numbers, e.g. user input, duty programmers, system supervisor, output contacts.

Project Management Considerations
There is a lot of ground to be covered in the operating procedure manuals so the project
manager must get the workstarted as early as possible. The draft manual should be pre-pared at least a month before theparallel run date. The time is needed to give operationsmanagement the time to review the contents; also so that the procedures can be checked
out during system testing. Quality control of this riature is required even if operations staff
are involvedin its preparation (as they must be).
-Here are some of the points for the project managerto consider:
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A new computer needs to be run correctly from day one ♥ evenif day oneis only
program testing. Correct operating procedures are needed with file backup, security



copies taken to remote locations, error monitoring etc. So make sure that these pro-ceduresare readyin time.
♥ System and program changesare likely to cause procedure changesas well. Controlprocedure manualsas well as programs.
♥ Make sure that punching documents are checked out by the punch room supervisorbefore they are shownto users.

Make sure that the manual is used during system testing and that the examples willwork(i.e. no errors in them).
♥ Carry out benchmark tests as soon as possible and identify areas where the programsrun slowly or do not flow continuously. Decide what to do about any problems.
♥ Remember to train everybody in operations ♥ there may beseveral shifts to train aswell as the schedulers. Get early experience communicated between them (use an |incident log for the first few weeks☂ running).
♥ Hardware gets in grooves, so anticipate head alignment problems, problems with newtapes and discs, generally greater downtime with a new system (high correlation withlittle justification).
Generally treat operations as you treat your user; they need to be kept on yourside.Operations also must accept the system before it goeslive.
The time to prepare the manuals will depend to a large extent on the work that existsalready. Allow a month per section for the first time that section has been written, twoweeksorso for repeats which are similar.

G_ Implementation
The implementation stage of the project covers the activities required to introduce the newsystem and to shut down the old. In many cases it means changing every detail of the waypeople work. Even on a mediumsizedproject,it is a difficult problem with heavy penalties (insocial and business terms) for getting it wrong. The way to a smooth implementation is tobreak the work into discrete and manageableactivities (once again). By starting early on these
activities the problem can be caught unawares(so to speak) and before the team get frightened
by the enormity ofit all.

All the various project threads are brought together during the implementation stage and the
project manager☂s main job is making things happen. All the loose ends have to be tied up;
equipment delivery and commissioning, acceptance testing and usertraining, external supplies
and external services.

An important concept is the Holding Point. It is the moment whenall the preparatory work
has been completed and the decision can be taken to go live. The project team can decide
on the holding date; only the final user can decide on the imolementation date.

While implementation is the final project stage, it is important to begin the activities as early
as possible. Equipment procurement can start as soon as the decision to go ahead has been
made (following the Evaluation Stage). Similarly, other activities can☂ and should be brought
forward asearly as is sensible. Every job postponed adds disproportionately to the problems
at the end whentime hasoften run out.
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Project Management Considerations
During the implementation stage the project manager begins to move the system closer and
closer to the final user. It is their system which they are going to run and whichrequires their
total commitment.
The user involvementis at several levels: at a senior level to review the internal organisation
structure in the light of the new systems, at a more junior management level to carry out the
system testing, write procedures andtrain staff. At least one user mustbeassignedfull time on
these tasks.
Someline managers are reluctant to get involved in detailed proceduresas they feel that such
work should be delegated. Of course, some can be delegated, but sound proceduresare a key
result area for line managers. A little time taken getting them right at the beginning brings
accumulative benefits ♥ fewer daily problems, better level of service, lower manpowerlevels
and less senior management time lost. The project manager must involve his own senior
management in the education process if he feels that his user executive is not persuaded of the
importance of this function.
Before going into detailed planning the next step is to develop and agree the implementation
strategy. To go live on all aspects of the project at the same timeis likely to cause too much
strain on the new system andits users. The project manager should therefore seek ways of
implementing the project in easy stages.
Progressive implementation can be achieved by starting with one section, with one ledger
or with one geographic location. Allow time for the first area to settle in before plunging into
the second and subsequent areas. Do not be trapped into saying ☁We've nearly gotit right so
we can move on☂; make sure the foundationis firm before building further.
Now that the user involvement is clear and the implementation strategy agreed, the project
manager can get downto preparing the detailed implementation plan, identifying the activities
and all the tasks to be done as early as possible. Taking accountof the resourcesavailable, he
preparesan actionlist forall the activities (see Figure 26).

This action list can be prepared following a ☁brainstorming☂ meeting held with key members ofthe project team, users and computeroperations. As part of the planning, the project managerworks out the ho/ding point, the date on which a decision to proceed to implementation can
be made.

Equipmentand External Factors
Equipment mustbespecified, ordered, delivered and fully installed before parallel running cancommence. Similarly all external agents need to completeall their agreed contributions beforethe start of parallel running. As external agents are difficult to control, there need to begenerous time allowancesbuiltin.
Equipmentto be considered includes:

♥ hardware
♥ terminals, lines, modems, switches

♥ cabinets, racks, guillotining and decollating accessories
♥ air conditioning
♥ computer room environment and power supply
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 A SPECIMEN ACTIONLIST (FOR THE EQUIPMENT AND EXTERNAL FACTORSACTIVITY) PREPARED FOLLOWING AN IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING MEETING

Equipment and External Factors

 

Task: CompletionAction Date Responsibility

ie Consider supply of operatoraids e.g. racks etc L777 PIC
Z Arrange binders for daily printout veda, PJC
2. Arrange for storage of printout ATT PJC
4. Arrange set of tapes for HSUTM with coloured NETETZA PIGseals (black)
5) Arrangestorage facilities for HSUTM tapes 1.7.77 PIG
6. Arrange security copies of HSUTM tapes and 177 Ric.

storage of same

7; Organise transport of tape to L-ACS on regular BiSUz7. PJCbasis (Kendals ?)
8. Make PDP Supervisor awareof increased usage of 1.7.77 PICsingle-part stationery
9. Ensure two Lynwood terminals are delivered and 250LE. PJC

installed ♥ liaise with DEC and Ken Burt
10. Ensure Multiplexor delivered and installed or make 25.777 PJC

alternative back-up arrangements

11. Ensurelong-line drivers are installed or make 5IBe7, PJC
alternative arrangements

12. Arrange for L-ACS punchingto cease but retain as 12.8.77 [Ne
back-up

13. Liaise with L-ACS Data Prep. Dept. re changes to 2707S. RIC
catalogued procedures

14. Agree timetable of events on PDP re EOD and EOP 29.7.77 PJC
with PDP System Supervisor
 

Figure 26
♥ terminal operator environment and cabling
♥ stationery, forms, tapes, discs and cards
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♥ standby hardware.

External agencies include:
♥ equipmentsuppliers and Post Office
♥ electrical/building contractors
♥ consultants/contract staff
♥ Customs
♥ proprietary software

♥ COM bureau
♥ punching bureaux
♥ computer bureaux

♥ printers (stationery and forms design)
♥ taxis
♥ security site
♥ other service departments within the organisation
♥ trade organisations and services.

The project manager must progress chase all equipment and supplies, take nothingfor granted
and plan on the basis that it will be late, and will not work for some time whenit doesarrive.
He must also make surethat all external agencies know whatthey are expected to do, by when,and involve them in all full system tests.
Interfaces with Related Systems
Few systemsare installed without affecting some other aspects of the business. The purpose ofthis activity is formally to think through interfaces with related systems and to ensure that theplanning procedures and testing are at least as thorough as for the main system.
Here are the points to consider:

♥ Lookfor changes to timing and contentof:
* input procedures

input control
media links to other systems
output procedures

user departmentresponsibilities
♥ Develop comprehensive test data
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♥ Makesure the users of both systemsrealise the implications of the interface, especiallywhere these affect system status or timings
♥ Include standby systems and standby system testing.

Rememberthat changesto a file contentin a related system may mean quite extensive changesto all programs using that file and this consequently increases your testing load.
File Conversion
The purposeoffile conversion is to convert existing files, manual and/or computer, to.those ofthe new system☂s format. ;
The size of file conversion often warrants treating the activity as a sub-project. Thereforeregard it as requiring as much control as an average project.
Here are the points to consider:

♥ Prepare detailed conversion procedures, times, workflow, for user resources andmanagement.
♥ Begin conversion early ♥ procedures, programs and manuals for conversion should becompleted well before the start of conversion.
♥ Freeze thefiles to be converted and convert them to reflect the status as at the day offreezing.
♥ Control all amendments to files after freeze date so that the convertedfiles can be up-

dated before volumetesting and parallel running with thesealterations.
♥ Control all numericfields and carry out record counts before and after conversion, and

at every intermediate step ♥ if the numberofexisting records is not known or cannot
be determined accurately, develop other reconciliation procedures.

♥ Use the conversion programs when creating files for volume testing and parallelrunning ♥ live conversion is not allowed to be the only run of the conversion suite.
♥ AI files must be converted before parallel running can commence.

Before finalising the plan, the project manager needsto checkthe availability and accuracy of
source data for himself. He may need to allow additional time for a file clean-up before con-version starts. Generally a file clean-up should not take place duringthe live conversion (thereis too muchelse to do).
Allow about one month to convert eachfile (manual conversion) and convert only one at atime. This means thatif there are two files to be converted in this way you will have to start atleast two months before the holding date ♥ so examine them carefully for a clean-up sixmonthsbefore the holding date.
It is sensible to let users maintain converted files on a daily basis for some time before finalimplementation to get used to operating the new procedures.
Holding Point
The Holding Point is an event rather than an activity ♥ but rather an important event. ItsPurpose is to make a formal assessment of each implementation activity and to decide upona realistic live date that can be agreed with the user.
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The following conditions must besatisfied in order to decide uponthestart of parallel running
and the publication ofa live date:

♥ System logic testing is complete (run just one more test pass using the objectlibraries
to make sure) ♥ comprehensive test packs exist for each procedure.

♥ Acceptancetesting is complete and signed off.
♥ All manual procedures are complete.
♥ Operating procedures are complete and accepted.
♥ All equipmentis installed and working; external agencies have beentested.
♥ Interfaces with related systems have been tested.
♥ All files are converted and up to date or machine conversion has been fully tested.
♥ User organisational changes are agreed and training materialis ready.
♥ Security copies ofall files, programs and documents have beenstored.
♥ Run-time estimates are satisfactory ♥ or, if unsatisfactory, user and operations agree-ment to continue has been obtained.
♥ All essential program amendments are complete and tested ♥ these program versionswill now be frozen except for errors foundin parallel running. All other amendmentswill be handled as maintenance post-implementation.

The holding point is the last occasion when the project can be held up so ensure that every-thing is checked and ready before movingintoparallel running.
User Organisation and Training
To take advantage of the new system some Organisational changesare likely to be necessarywithin user areas ♥ as well as changes to job descriptions and workflow. The Purpose of thisactivity is to ensure that the organisational changesare agreed,training needs identified, train-ing prepared and eventually given.
Thetraining sessions should be given by the user managers attached to the team, after detailedinstruction from the project team.
Hereare the jobs to be done:

♥ Makesure the overall workflow in the new system is documented.
♥ Concentrate on areas which have been changed and on totally new functions (datacontrol for example).
♥ Separate supervisor training (especially when Operating minicomputers) from the appli-cationstraining. Only train staff in any detail on the Parts of the system they are goingto operate.

♥ Train aslate as practicable, before live date.
♥ Onlarge systems, carry out a live running simulation as Part of the training process.Even on small systems get the trainees to make dummy entries (and process themefficiently).
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♥ During dress rehearsals and simulations make sure all logistics are tied up with theusers ♥ delivery times agreed, desks laid out andlabelled.
♥ Setup a procedure for maintaining procedure manuals once the system is ☁live☂.

Users may ☁dodge☂ training due to pressure of current work, so lay on more sessions as theybecomeavailable.
Parallel Running and Going Live
Parallel running and ☁going live☂ has one purpose ♥ to ensure that thetransition from the exist-ing system to the developed system is achieved with the minimum amountof disruption tothe user.
Parallel running is the term used to describe twodifferent, but related,activities:

Running the new system onold (but genuine) data for several cycles, checking the out-
put of every cycle against the original output.

♥ Running the new system in parallel with the old in live situation.
The former is essential. The latter is desirable, but is not always possible. On a large systemwith a daily cycle, doing everything twice but differently may reduce the chances of successrather than improve them.
Here are the points to consider:

♥ Phase the implementation wheneverpossible. Introduce one mainfile at a time or one
section at a time. Give the first section time to bed in before going on to the next.

♥ After the testing stage is complete, the full system test should be repeated to ensure
that all amendmentsare satisfactorily included.

♥ Plan early which files need to be frozen for parallel running, take security copies,
balance input andfiles early.

♥ Include all related systems jin the parallel running. Involve all third parties. Obtain
additional clerical support to help over the parallel running and conversion stages.

♥ Make extra machine time available at critical times by seeing if other users can reduce
their requirements.

♥ If it can go wrong,it will; so test everything. Nothing must be doneforthefirst time
whengoinglive.

♥ Ongoinglive, discover the source of all conversion errors, however small. Re-run con-
version nowif you are in any doubt about the effect of the error discovered.

♥ Organise:
* jnput batching, timing, liaison, balancing, error correction and responsibilities
* output sorting, batching, timing, checking, re-running procedures and responsib-

ilities

♥ Keep input under control. It is very difficult to run two systemsin parallel (mainly
because they each have their own rejections and generated entries) so planit, write
proceduresandtest carefully.
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♥ Run the newsystem first and distribute the output to the user while running the old
system.

Aim to go live as at a Thursday night ♥ it gives time to recover over the weekendin the event
of problems. Avoid going live at month end, year end or any time-critical date. Avoid holiday
dates, work load peaks and Mondays. Arrangefor all affected project and userstaff to be avail-
able for the weekend if called upon.

Old System Shutdown
A formal decision is required to shut down the old system.It does not just stop, but needs to
be broughtto an orderly halt.
Here are the points to consider:

♥ Determine how long the old system will run with the newin a ☁live parallel☂ period.
When shouldit finish?

♥ Consult with the auditors and establish.
* which reports need to be produced onthelast day of running the old system (e.g.

copies offiles in old and newstate)

whichfiles need to be retained and for how long from the old system

how long the programs should be retained on the sourcelibrary
whatarchives, photocopies, microfiche need to be created from the old system.

♥ Ensure that all procedure manuals and input formsrelating to the old system are with-
drawn on the agreed date for closing down the old system.

♥ Determine what action will be taken if the new system fails during the☁live parallel☂
run.

♥ Havea contingency plan available if the o/d system fails during the ☁live parallel☂ run.
-- Establish with the users which will be the master system during☁live parallel☂ running.

Do not try and run incompatible systems in parallel ♥ shut the old down and open the newsimultaneously.
Post-implementation Support

The purpose of post-implementation support is to ensure that the live system is carefullynursed over thefirst days and weeksof its running so that problems (if any) can be quicklyrectified.
♥ Since the system will not yet be in maintenance, ensure that all queries are noted onthe correct documents. System errors will have priority at this time. Make sure thateach errorcorrectionis fully tested, using the standard test pack for the system.
♥ Changesto the system will fall into two categories:

S system or program errors (E) ♥ the system cannot run
* system amendments (A) ♥ the system can run
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 SYSTEM AMENDMENT REQUEST Project No
 System Job No
 Date of Request Originating Manager  Program Version
 AMENDMENT/ERROR DETAILS Attach specimen output etc. Whatis main purpose? Whoelseis affected?Explain desirability. Quantify benefits where possible.

Date required:
 Programs/Documents affected, details of work to be done,test plan

 
 

 

   
AUTHORISATION Costs Estimated Actual
The above work should Analystbe charged to Programmer| M/c time
pie External
Date Total
Priority High / Average Scheduled completion date
Test Output Accepted  Manager: Date:  

Date user-manual changes sent  Date program released

  



Ensure that both types are clearly identified and agreed with the user representative.
Use standard Amendment Request Forms from thestart to record any changes.
Phase out direct project support after a week orso oflive running ♥ only then will the
user acceptreal responsibility for running his system.
Arrange for a project team memberto be available in the user area to answer queries
during the first few weeksoflive running.
The project team should be responsible for the system for not longer than three
months. The system should then be handed over to maintenance.

The system is almost certain to have some teething troublesas users start to appreciate the newfacilities and perhaps get used to codes. Consider having a memberof the project team workingwith user data control, checking coding and resolvingdifficulties (after they have got stuck).
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IV. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Once the new systemis live its importance changes. Testing and developmentare over and thebusiness relies on the new system for day-to-day running. Any program changes can havedisastrous side effects ♥ which need to be tightly controlled. Programmerstherefore must notbe allowed easy access to their own production programs ♥ a concept whichis difficult to getacross (☁It☂s only a one-line change☂is on thelist of famous last words).
A realistic way of tackling the problem is to appoint a Maintenance Controller.It is usually afunction rather than a full time job but a function which brings discipline into a difficult area.The Maintenance Controller is responsible for:

♥ accepting new systems from developmentinto maintenance
maintaining a register of maintenance jobs, and preparing monthly summaries

♥ releasing new and amendedprograms into production
♥ maintaining security copies of documentation
♥ maintaining the programmerovernightcall-out roster
♥ maintaining an up-to-date list of common subroutines.

While the maintenance controller is likely to be familiar with one or two systems, he is un-
likely to be familiar with them all. So for every production system, a System Supervisor
should be appointed. The system supervisoris responsible for:

♥ analysing and agreeing amendment requests with users, estimating their cost and
duration

♥ scheduling and supervising the work of maintenance programmers(errors get highest
priority, amendments are carried out on a first come,first served basis ♥ subject to
any user set priorities)

♥ getting amendments tested and accepted by users, then handing them over to the main-
tenance controller for release

♥ acting on system failures (advising users, management services management,getting the
problem rectified and the system restored, retesting the change).

Maintenance Control
Explaining the elements of the maintenance controller☂s job will show how he and the system
supervisor interact.
Accepting New Systems
The acceptance procedure is designed to ensure that the project team complete system
developmenttidily. The maintenance controller ensures that the documentation is complete.
The documentation includes:

♥ user manual
♥ operations manual
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♥ program documentation

♥ security program listings

♥ program test proceduresandtestfiles.
Maintenance Register
An amendment request, when costed and authorised, is given a serial number by the main-tenance controller. The amendmentis entered into a day book with space for noting whenitis put into work, and whenit is completed and accepted by the user. .
Once a month the maintenance controller prepares a register showing the jobs completedinthe month, the work in progress .and the jobs not yet started. The maintenance register pro-vides a useful summary ofthe position for both the user executive responsible and the head ofthe managementservices department.
The user executive is able to see the work that is going on andcanstepin if hefeelsit is notjustified. The head of managementservices can see that the workis being progressed and thatno programmerhas too many jobs half completed or waiting to be signed off.
Releasing New and Amended Programs
Whentesting is completed the programmer should:

♥ complete the System Amendment Request with details of the work done
♥ documentthe changes
♥ provide details of changes, or a new source
♥ provide a new programlisting (if not part of the library update)
♥ get user agreement (through the system supervisor) that the amendment has beentested to his satisfaction
♥ include full program documentation(if it is a new program),

The maintenance controller then updates the source and objectlibraries and advises the userthat the new program versionis ready. A release date is agreed with the user and operations(normally on Thursday night or Friday so that any unexpected problemscan be resolved overthe week. end) and the maintenance controller arranges for the new versionto be released intoProduction.
Security Documentation
A copy of the program documentation, source listings and test files is held near the computer,a second copyis held by the maintenance controller in security. The copy by the machineisneeded if programmers are required in an emergency. The security copy must be held in a _different location ♥ conveniently close to the analysts and programmers if they are on aseparatesite.
The maintenancecontroller☂s copy contains the latest copy of the source listing with a com-plete history of library changes. For mainframe systems, three generations of the source library |tapes are held ♥ on minicomputers thereis a daily disc dumpbutin addition programs shouldbe dumpedfollowing any change.
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Call-out Roster
Production systems which are run overnight may need overnight maintenancecover.
Priority 1 on the call-out roster means that the duty shift leader will telephone immediatelythe system fails and cannot be restarted. He telephones the programmer whois top of the dutylist for that week.
Priority 2 means that the shift leader will not make thecall until 7.00 a.m. The programmerisexpected to start work on the error as soon as he can getin.
If the shift leader cannot contactthe first programmeron thelist he calls the next ♥ and soon.He calls the system supervisor only if he cannotraise any of the programmers.
The maintenance controller makes sure that operations have an up-to-datelist of duty pro-
grammers with their telephone numbers and ensures that extra cover is available at holidaytimes.

CommonSubroutines and Copy Libraries
In developing a new system a numberofutilities and standard routines are needed. When thesystem is completed the strategic programmer hands over to the maintenance controllerfull
documentation on these subroutines ♥ so that they can be used by subsequentprojects.
The maintenance controller maintains a register of these subroutines and circulates it to
project staff periodically ♥ and whenit is changed substantially.
Testing Procedures
Production failures usually have to be corrected quickly so that production running can be
resumed. Testing the ☁fix☂ can only be rudimentary and needs to be followed up by an ade-
quate suite test. If the programmer wascalled out in the middle of the night he has probably
gone hometo bed by the time the full test can be run. Before going home he must make a
point of writing down everything he has done including tests performed and further action
required.
The system supervisor then needs to decide how muchtesting should be done. His starting
point is the standard test procedure for the system (see Figure 28).

Generally a full suite test should be carried outif:

♥ more than one programis involved
♥ any update program is involved
♥ any data may have been corrupted.

Maintenance Programming
Maintenance programmingis an integral part of the job of programming.In its own wayit is
challenging and interesting (more customer contact than many systemsanalysts have, a greater
need for business awareness than writing new programs needs) but too muchofit can get dis-
spiriting.

Ideally new programmers should be trained on new programsbefore they are asked to maintain
existing suites. Even if they enjoy the maintenance challenge, some variety is required so that
they see that they are making progress in their profession.
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SPECIMEN TESTING PROCEDURE

 

TESTING PROCEDURES(BAS)

 

REPORTSPROGRAM TESTS(if no new data) TEST (with new data) REQUIRED

BACC1100 Process wholetest data pack. Test ♥ Vet List

Compare VetLists Add new data to pack. Day 6 ♥ VetList
Process wholetest pack:
a) Using old version
b) Using new version
Compare VetList
Compare BANVETfiles
 

BACC1200 Process BANVETtestfile.
Compare output with previous
test results to ensure amend-
mentis properly reflected.

Compare BANKTRANfiles

Summary of
Reversals

Add new data to test
pack,
Process BACC1100
and BACC1200

a) Using old version BACC1200 Summary of
☁ Reversals

b) Using new version BACC1200

Compareoutput from each.

 

BACC1300 Process BANKREFTtestfile.
Compare outputfiles Add newdata to test pack.

Process BACC1100
a) Using old version BACC1300
b) Using new version BACC1300
File compare (from (a) and (b) )
♥ BANKREFT )
♥ BANKTRAN)
♥ BANKCURR) files
♥ BANKREFD)
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Technical Review
The introduction of computer systems in business is far from being an exactscience. So itisnot surprising that there are few projects that cannot be improved (with the benefit of hina-sight). A post-implementation review is therefore both necessary andlikely to yield substantialbenefits. Improvements can be expected in running time, ease of operation, security, errorrecovery, volume of output and usersatisfaction.
There are two traps to avoid, however. Thefirst is the temptation to carry out the review toasoon. The new system needs time to bed in so that the permanent deficiencies can be identi-fied. Carry out the review too early and implementation problemscan distort the true picture.Generally the review shouldbe carried out nine to eighteen monthsafterlive date.
The second trap is the danger that the review is regarded as some sort of witch-hunt. Happilyenough factors will have changed to allow everybody to be objective (and not defensive)provided that the review team are given the right lead.
Objectives for the review might then be:

♥ ☁given the current situation, what aspects of the design would we have done different-ly?☂
♥ ☁how faris it desirable to make changes to rectify design errors?☂

So far the technical review has been described as a single study. In practice it falls into three
distinct areas ♥ and may have three different review teams. The three areas are:

♥ Operational Running
♥ User Satisfaction
♥ Technical Design.

The three reviews should probably take place in the order stated. The review of technicaldesign should follow the review of user satisfaction so that any improvements recommendedtake account of the user☂s current awareness. Similarly the review of user satisfaction shouldfollow the review (and improvement) of operational running ♥ operating problems may again
give a false picture. So, although there will always be overlap between the three areas,there is
purpose behind the sequence recommended.
Operational Running
The review of operational running will only make sense if it is carried out by someone
experienced in computer operations. Headings for the review are likely to be:
1. Ease of operation; a smooth and natural flow of the work.

2. improving running time; not so much program efficiency as reducing the elapsed time.
3. Flexibility in case of problems; steps to minimise the impact of hardware and software

malfunction (additional restart points, copy input tape etc).
4. Control and security.

5. Operatortraining and procedures manuals; how clear, how comprehensive, how up to date?
6. Resulving special problems which are system dependent(e.g. data links, COM,interfaces

with other systems).
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Against every heading the team should report in a consistent way on:
currentsituation
problems identified
solutions proposed
likely costs
implications (if any),

Figure 29 shows the way sucha report might be written.

 

 
4.5

SPECIMEN FROM A REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL RUNNING
File Security

Twoaspects of the file security were studied:

4.5.1

4.5.2

The security of the tape/disc file and back-up procedures.

The security of the information held onthefiles.

Current Situation

Thesignificant files (not work files) in the Banking system are organised
on a 5 day cycle of which twocycles are stored in Beech Street.
Additional protection is provided by the normal hardware/software of
the computer to stop overwritingoffiles.
The security of the information held on thefiles is provided by isolating
the 3rd floor of Gordon House with locked doors and, within that, alockable tape library, although COM files are released to Lowndes-Ajax.

Problems Identified

The problems identified below, whilst applicable to Banking, are also
applicable to any system operating a day numbercycle of tapes. Prob-
lems identified were:
- In the event of a long weekendorpublic holiday (say Easter), the

file back-up is degraded because certain generations are skipped; eg
the last working day before Easter is day 4 andthefirst afteris day2. If during that Tuesday update to

a

file re-creation is necessary,
only oneprevious generation (day 3) is available.
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User Satisfaction
The review of user satisfaction should be carried out by two people; one team membershouldbe knowledgeable about the business systems, the other about the technical design of the com-puter system. The twoskills are needed so that essential, desirable and practical improvementscan be identified separately.

Review headings arelikely to be:
1. Input cycle; design of input documents, use of VDUs, delays, errors and inefficiency.
2. Outputcycle; reliability of meeting deadlines, quality of output.

3. Volume of paper; numberof copies and their use, alternative output methods.
Presentation of reports; convenience in use, suitability for purpose, use of exception
reporting, frequency.

5. Control and security; meeting the standards described in chapter 9.

6. Organisation and training; revised organisation structure, procedures manuals,staff training.
7. Achievement of benefits; measured against original system objectives.
8. Special situations which are system dependent.
Technical Design
The technical design review should be carried out by two people. One should be the system
supervisor (with a detailed knowledge of the files and programs); the other should be a senior
technical person with a good working knowledgeof the business.
Review headings should follow the followinglines:
1. Program and system maintenance; review of experience to date and a look to thefuture.
2. Program and system documentation; review of current situation.

3. Design review ♥ input phase; against the standards in chapter 7.
4. Design review ♥ update phase; also against standards.
5. Design review ♥ reporting phase; also against standards.
6. File structures; looking to the future.

7. Special situations which are system dependent; e.g. interfaces with linked systems, adding
new branches, converting system to new computer.

The review team must avoid the danger of seeing everything that is bad about the system ♥
and recommending a complete re-write. The re-writing route is certain to be time consuming,
costly and without much guarantee that it will be better. Generally it is possible to evolve
towards a moresatisfactory system in stages with léss disruption and less risk. There is an
analogy here with local authorities in the UK in the mid-70s. They discovered the hard way
that knocking down old houses and building new onesin their place was not the answer to
housing problems; it was simpler, faster and cheaper to improve what already existed (the
quality was often better too).
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Another dilemma for the review team is how far old systems should be made to conform to
current standards. As a guide, changes should only be madeif there is a clear benefit. Docu-
mentation can be improved progressively whenever a program comes up for maintenance; on
the other hand problems of control and security should be tackled with urgency.
Project Management Considerations

The technical reviews are an opportunity to consolidate the past and to learn valuable lessons
for the future. They will be done best by the most experienced and competentstaft in the
installation.
As a guide the time required to carry out a comprehensive review of a major system is:

Operational Running 15 days
User Satisfaction 30 days

Technical Design 30 days
Quite small amounts of time compared with the benefits they tend to generate.
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V. POSTSCRIPT

In the wealth of detail associated with a computerprojectit is all too easy to lose sight ofessentials. Here are the essential points for the project manager (and his masters) to concen-trate on.
1. Get the project off to a good start with clear terms of reference andtheright leadership.
2. Before every stage identify the activities carefully.
3. Plan the work and get the right resources to carry it out. Do not be afraid of exercising

positive control.

4. Take extra care at these review points:

♥ functional description
♥ design review
♥ implementation plan
♥ post-implementation review

Be prepared to take a little longer to get it right. Remember the project manager whosaid,
☁Whyis it that we never have timeto getit right ♥ so we get it wrong three times?☂.
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Abstract
Report Senes Project ManagementNo. 8

by Hamish Donaldson
June 1978

Many systemsprojectsfall short of the expectations of both end users and managementservices
managers.
While the manifestations of failure or partial success are usually technical ones in many cases
the underlying causes are concerned with the managementof the project.
This report sets out to explain a set of rules for managing projects which are known to work
well in practice. They are applied to both large and small projects, using a variety of equip-
ment.
These rules are largely concerned with the structuring of the project ♥ both to minimise
management☁interference☂ and to minimise the penalty to be paid for failure in any one area.
The content of the report is detailed, and embraces a numberof technical issues which are
encountered in system development projects, since the effective management of computer
projects does require an understanding of these matters.

e Butler Cox Foundation  



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe's largest concerns.

The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereit
has offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings to
members in three main ways.

♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-
stantiating evidence.

♥ through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-
cations of the subjects studied for managementservices directors
and their senior colleagues.

♥ through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂
own specialist managers and technicians can meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which the
members are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection of
topics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have been
employed.
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